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Awards Accolades Motivation

Our Gratitude For Your Overwhelming Support
Southern Travels receiving the
National Tourism Award 2015
for the eighth consecutive year
from the Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of India
for “BEST DOMESTIC TOUR OPERATOR”
(Rest of India)
securing the FIRST position
on 18th September, 2015.
The Award was presented by His Excellency

Shri Pranab Mukherjee
President of India,
to Shri A. Krishna Mohan &
Shri A. Praveen Rao
Managing Directors, Southern Travels

Incredible !ndia
National Tourism Award 2014-15
Best Domestic Tour Operator
(Rest of India)

First Prize
M/s Southern Travels Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi

NATIONAL TOURISM AWARD

At the outset, allow us to express our gratitude for your whole-hearted
support by way of patronizing our packages. We, on our part, have been
endeavouring relentlessly to fine-tune our existing tour packages, design
new customer-sought-after tour packages and render best of our services
to the tourist segment at a very affordable price. With due regards, we are
delighted to say that we are overwhelmed with the response from our
valued customers like you exceeding our expectation which has been a
source of enthusiasm, encouragement and strength to us. We feel proud and
privileged to share our happiness and joy with you that in recognition of our
constant contribution to the tourism industry, we have been conferred with
National Tourism Award as the “BEST DOMESTIC TOUR OPERATOR” in
2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.
You will be glad to know that recognizing our never ending zeal, enthusiasm
and services in the field of promotion of tourism, this year too, Ministry of
Tourism conferred on us National Tourism Awards 2015 for Best
Domestic Tour Operator in Category-II (Rest of India) achieving the
Second position” . This is the 8th time we were conferred National Tourism
Award by Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of India continuously thus making us a
champion this year too. Needless to mention that these remarkable
achievements would not have been possible without the unstinted support
and best wishes from our esteemed customers like you. We reaffirm and
rededicate ourselves to render best of our services to the satisfaction of our
valued customers in future as well.

Every Accomplishment Began with Decision To Try

Awards Accolades Motivation

Incredible !ndia
National Tourism Award 2014-15
Best Domestic Tour Operator
(Rest of India)

Received National Tourism Award from the Ministry of tourism,
Govt. of India as "Best Domestic Tour Operator" for 8 years
Continuosly by our Chairman: A. Venkateswara Rao
Mangaing Director: A. Krishna Mohan and
Joint Managing Director: A. V. Praveen Kumar

First Prize
M/s Southern Travels Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi

2015
Received on the 27-09-2015. The Award was presented by Telangana IT and
Panchayat Raj Minister, Shri K.T. Rama Rao

2014
Received on 18-02-2014. The Award was presented by Shri Shashi Tharoor,
Minister for Human Resources Development, on behalf of President of India.

2013
Received on the 18-03-2013. The Award was presented by His Excellency
Shri Pranab Mukherjee, President of India.

2013
Received on the 18-03-2013. The Award was presented
by His Excellency Shri Pranab Mukherjee, President of India.

Received on 28-03-2011
The Award was presented by Hon'ble Speaker of Lok Sabha, Smt. Meira Kumar.

2009
Received on 03-03-2010
The Award was presented by Dr. Hamid Ansari, Hon'ble Vice President of India.

2009
Received on 27-09-2010. The Award was presented by Hon'ble Chief Minister,
Dr. K. Rosaiah, in the presence of Dr. Geetha Reddy, Minister for Tourism.

2008
Received on 24-02-2009.
The Award was presented by Shri P. Chidambaram Hon'ble Minister for Home Affairs.

2011
Received on 29-02-2012. The Award was presented by
Hon'ble President of India Smt. Pratibha Devsingh Patil.

2010

2007
Received on 27-02-2008.
The Award was presented by Shri Pranab Mukherjee, Minister for External Affairs.

TEAM SOUTHERN

you are
Thereason
we stand
strong

To our Dedicated Team,
We appreciate your good work for your dedication and hours each day given to the company.
You are employees who have all the best as diligent... positive attitude...honesty and ability to motivate people to work.
We are glad to have you all as our team member in the company. You deserve high praise for how you handle the work.
Thank you for giving this company the best.
Sincerely
A. Krishna Mohan

Our Team at Warangal

Our Team at Rajahmundry

Our Team at Kukatpally (KPHB), HYD

Our Team at Chennai

Our Team at Vizag

Our Team at Coimbatore

Our Team at Vijayawada

Our Team at Bengaluru

Southern Travels Team, New Delhi

Southern Travels Team, Hyderabad

Company
Southern Travels is an embodiment of
dedication and determination, coupled
with innovation and implementation - to
make Travel a LIFETIME joy. Ever since
1970, Southern Travels has been known
for offering world-class absolutely
hassle-free holidaying in India. With
varied expertise and stage-by-stage
experience for nearly five decades in the
sphere of Tourism, the company is
virtually with you, by catering to every
need of your travel needs.

Convenience
Individual Tailor-made Packages are exclusive
from Southern Travels.Tour itineraries have
been perfected to meet the special needs of
travellers. Southern Travels provides services
individually and personally, as per your own
choice of places and visits thereof. Right from
ticket booking for traveling, whether it be
accommodation, or sight seeing or any other
aspect, we take every care and ensure a safe,
secure and happy return with utmost
satisfaction, back to Southern Travels, thereby
tangibly proving our exclusivity in every thing.

Product brochures
and website
Our easy-to-use and comprehensive brochure
is the–single-stop-reference-guide with details
of itineraries, attractions, packages and much
other relevant information.
For online support - Access our website
www.southerntravels.com for an insight into
our products, services, tour itineraries and for
instant booking through credit card or to
contact us, All- at the click of a button. For
instant room reservation at Delhi, log on to
www.hotelsouthern.com

Enlightened

Vision

To make your Travel Dream a long-cherished sweet memory
by assisting with peerless quality and matchless services.

Steadfast

Mission

Pure-in-action commitment to all the Travel needs, assured value-added services and
close monitoring at every step, to ensure delightful Travel with absolute safety and
personal touch and to provide high level of customer satisfaction.

Focussed

Approach

Honesty and transparency are two focal points, on which all our relationships with
customers have been built upon year after year. At Southern Travels, a promise is a
promise. Apart from quality, you are firmly assured of no hidden charges. Customer
delight and maintenance of good will are much more foremost to us, than profits.

Strong

Values

- Honesty, integrity and fairness in all dealings.
- To provide the best value to customers through continuous improvement
- Honour its commitments
- Establish a system of people development.

Dedicated

Team

Our team strives for your satisfaction. Professionalism and warmth form the basis
of all our interactions at all points. Most of our team members are well conversant
with many Indian Languages.

They all went with dreams in their eyes ..

They came back with lifetime memories in their mind.

Read about our customers.
they say great things...

Dear Sir/Madam,
Right from the tour booking process till we returned from
the holiday to Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand
everything was meticulous. The office staff at Lakdi ka
Pool branch was very helping and efficient. They handled
everything excellently. Explaining everything from VISA,
emigration process, getting foreign exchange and providing
pre departure information was crystal clear. Food, hotels,
sightseeing, local tour guides were as per their promise. We
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had a complete homely feeling throughout the tour. When
compared to all the other TRAVELS, Southern travels
quotes the best price. Not only domestic, they proved that
they can handle international tours also.I hope they
become pioneers in International tours. Overall great
memorable tour. What we have got from this tour is
refreshing moments for lifetime.
Regards

Anand and family from Hyderabad
Best of Far East
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TOUR CODE

FNMS6

Best of MALAYSIA and SINGAPORE
with 02 Nights CRUISE

7 DAYS
6 NIGHTS

(KUALA LUMPUR, GENTING, SINGAPORE with CRUISE (Ex-Singapore)

MALA
YSIA
GENT

ING H

KUAL
A
LUMP
UR
2

DAY 01: Arrive Kuala Lumpur Guided City Tour of Kuala Lumpur
with the View from KL Tower
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Malaysia and Singapore with 02 Nights
Dream Cruise Tours. On arrival in Kuala
Lumpur, you will be met by your Southern
Travel Tour Manager who will welcome you
and take you to your hotel at Kuala Lumpur
(Check In after 1400 hours as per
International Standards).
Malaysia seamlessly blends the flavors' of
the Orient, India and Europe. Proceed on a
panoramic city tour to get a closer look at
Kuala Lumpur's most famous landmarks,
like the King's Palace, National Monument,
National Mosque, Jamek Mosque, Merdeka
Square. Admire Malaysia's most renowned
structure, the world famous Petronas Twin
Towers with a Photo shoot halt and enjoy
magnificent view of city from the
Observatory Deck of the K. L. Tower Overnight in Kuala Lumpur. Indian Dinner
()

DAY 02: Kuala Lumpur-Full Day Visit
to Batu, Genting Highland with
Casino-De-Genting
After Breakfast, this morning proceed to full
day visit to the ever-popular Genting
Highland. En-route visit Batu Cave, The cave
is one of the most popular Hindu shrines
outside India, and is dedicated to Lord

8

Murugan. The limestone forming Batu Caves
it is said to be around 400 million years old.
A 42.7-metre (140 ft) high statue of Lord
Murugan. It is the tallest Lord Murugan
statue in the world.
While proceeding to Genting Highland take
one way cable car (weather permitting)
Visit Genting Theme Park - a day full of fun
and adventure activities, Later you can try
your luck at the largest and the only land
based Casino in Asia–Casino-De-Genting
please carry a pair of formal suits for men
and sari for women to enter the casino
.Overnight in Kuala Lumpur. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 03: Kuala Lumpur -Singapore
- Visit Night Safari
After Early breakfast, we drive to Singapore.
Singapore, where the blend of Asian
Cultures and Western attitudes has made it
most stable economy in the region and the
logical gateway to Southeast Asia. The
country is rightly proud of its efficiency,
c l e a n l i n e s s a n d h i g h ly d e ve l o p e d
infrastructure. (Check In after 1400 hours
as per International Standards). Evening,
proceed to Night Safari the world's first
wildlife park built specially for night
viewing.
Hop onboard the tram for a 40-minute
journey of wild animal encounters Journey

IGHLA
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from the Himalayan foothills to wild
Equitorial Africa, this tram ride offers live
commentary. Get a chance to come up-close
with Lions, Tigers, Tapirs, Deer and more.
Set in a forest clearing, the Creatures of the
N i g h t S h o w, a 2 0 - m i n u t e a n i m a l
presentation will introduce you to
nocturnal animals, from the elusive owl to
nimble binturongs to intuitive civets.
Overnight in Singapore. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner
Singapore Merlion

DAY 04: Singapore - City Tour and
Sentosa Island Tour

DAY 05: Singapore Day at leisure Board the Cruise

After breakfast, proceed on a panoramic city
tour including Merlion photostop, Raffles
Landing, Suntec City, Fountain of Wealth,
Orchard Road, Little India and Chinatown.
Afternoon proceed to Sentosa - here the fun
awaits you at Sentosa Island, home to many
exciting attractions and the stunning
manmade beach. Enjoy your day at Sentosa
Island. Visit S.E.A. Aquariuam an incredible
one-stop destination for the familyproviding hours of fun, leisure and learning
for all. Be thrilled by unique encounters
with marine animals. There's no better way
to complete a fabulous day at Sentosa than
to take in a spectacular night show set
outdoors against the backdrop of an open
sea. Come! discover an awe-inspiring
display of water, laser and fire effects, set to
majestic music and a panorama of
breathtaking vistas - Wings of Time.
Weaved together by a tale of friendship and
courage that will linger with you long after
you leave the magical isle.Overnight in
Singapore. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

After breakfast explore the vibrant city on
your own as the day is at leisure. Check out
and leave your luggage in hotel's cloak room
as check out time is 1200hrs. You may go for
shopping where malls offer a good mix of
electronics and fashion including both
branded retailers and local labels. Evening
transfer to cruise terminal and board the
luxurious Cruise which offers much more
than first class dining and entertainment.
Indulge in gastronomic delights with an
exciting choice of dining options from
Indian to Continental delicacies.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Dinner on board cruise ()

Cruise

DAY 06: On Cruise
It is a nonstop fun. The day is for you to
explore some shores & enjoy the romantic
moments on the beautiful beaches.
(All meals on board)

Your passport validity duration should be 10
years. Hand- written passport are not valid for
travel. For Malaysia your passport should be
valid for 09 month from the date of travel .For
the above package you must be in possession
of a single Entry Visa for Malaysia and multiple
entry visa for Singapore. The cost of these
Visas, are included in your package tour price.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
Singapore +2.30
Malaysia +2.30 

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Light Woollens and formal
dress for Genting Highland & Cruise Casinos.

Currency
 Malaysia
: Malaysian Ringgit
 Singapore : Singapore Dollar
Shopping
Clothing, Perfume, Accessories,
Electronics Goods etc.

Accommodation
 MALAYSIA : Kuala Lumpur - 2 Nights

at Hotel Pearl International or Similar
 SINGAPORE : 2 Nights

at Hotel AQUEEN or Similar
DAY 07: Return Home with Wonderful
Memories
After breakfast check out from the cruise
and we drive you to the airport for your
flight back home. Continental Breakfast ()
It's time to say goodbye to all the new
friends you have made. We hope you take
back many happy memories of your holiday.
We would like you to spare a few minutes of
your time to write and tell us how you
enjoyed your holiday and any suggestions
you may have for the future

What your Tour price includes

Visa / Immigration Requirement

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry Malaysia & Singapore Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned
in itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

 CRUISE : 2 Nights at Cruise

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on tour
else an FIT supplement may be applicable with Local
representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years of
age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults and
without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a 3rd
person in a triple room, most hotels use roll away
beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size will be
the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will pay
“Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10.Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

Best of MALAYSIA and SINGAPORE

FMAS5

(Kuala Lumpur, Genting and Singapore)

6 DAYS
5 NIGHTS

MALA
YSIA
GENT

ING H

KUAL
A
LUMP
UR
2

DAY 01: Arrive Kuala Lumpur.
Guided City Tour of Kuala Lumpur
with the View from KL Tower
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Malaysia and Singapore tour. On arrival in
Kuala Lumpur, you will be transferred &
checked into your hotel (Check In after 1400
hours as per International Standards).
Malaysia seamlessly blends the flavours of
the Orient, India and Europe. The country
naturally focuses on its new millennium
metropolis of the capital, Kuala Lumpur.
With the iconic Petronas Towers lighting the
way, KL, as it's commonly known, has the
polished panache of a Western capital
combined with its nature of an Asian city,
making it the ideal gateway to the rest of
Malaysia and indeed, to Southeast Asia.
Proceed on a panoramic city tour to get a
closer look at Kuala Lumpur's most famous
landmarks, like the King's Palace, National
Monument, National Mosque, Jamek
M o s q u e , M e rd e ka S q u a re . Ad m i re
Malaysia's most renowned structure, the
world famous Petronas Twin Towers and
enjoy magnificent view of city from the
Observatory Deck of the K.L. Tower- the
tallest tower in Southeast Asia.Overnight in
Kuala Lumpur. Indian Dinner ().

DAY 02: Kuala Lumpur – Full Day
Visit to Batu Caves, Genting Highland
with Casino-De-Genting
After Breakfast, this morning proceed to full
day visit to the ever-popular Genting
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Highland with. En-route visit Batu Cave,
the amazing Batu Caves, a spiritual site for
hundreds of thousands of Hindus each year
.The cave is one of the most popular Hindu
shrines outside India, and is dedicated to
Lord Murugan. The limestone forming Batu
Caves is said to be around 400 million years
old. A 42.7-metre (140 ft) high statue of
Lord Murugan. It is the tallest Lord Murugan
statue in the world.
While proceeding to Genting Highland take
one way cable car (weather permitting)
Visit Genting Theme Park - a day full of fun
and adventure activities. Later you can try
your luck at the largest and the only land
based Casino in Asia –Casino-De-Genting
please carry a pair of formal suits for men
and sari for women to enter the casino.
Overnight in Kuala Lumpur. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ().

DAY 03: Kuala Lumpur – Singapore Visit Night Safari
After Early breakfast, we drive to Singapore.
Singapore, where the blend of Asian
Cultures and Western attitudes has made it
most stable economy in the region and the
logical gateway to Southeast Asia. The
country is rightly proud of its efficiency,
c l e a n l i n e s s a n d h i g h ly d e ve l o p e d
infrastructure.(Check In after 1400 hours as
per International Standards). Evening,
proceed to Night Safari the world's first
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wildlife park built specially for night
viewing.
Hop onboard the tram for a 40-minute
journey of wild animal encounters Journey
from the Himalayan foothills to wild
Equitorial Africa, this tram ride offers live
commentary. Get a chance to come up-close
with Lions, Tigers, Tapirs, Deer and more.
Set in a forest clearing, the Creatures of the
Night Show a 20-minute animal
presentation will introduce you to
nocturnal animals, from the elusive owl to
nimble binturongs to intuitive civets.
Overnight in Singapore. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch (). Indian
Dinner ().

Batu Caves

DAY 04: Singapore - City Tour and
Sentosa Island Tour
After breakfast, proceed on a panoramic city
tour including Merlionphotostop, Raffles
Landing, Suntec City, Fountain of Wealth,
Orchard Road, Little India and
Chinatown.Afternoon proceed to Sentosa here the fun awaits you at Sentosa Island,
home to many exciting attractions and the
stunning manmade beach. Enjoy your day at
Sentosa Island. Visit S.E.A. Aquarium an
incredible one-stop destination for the
family – providing hours of fun, leisure and
learning for all. Be thrilled no end by unique
encounters with marine animals. There's no
better way to complete a fabulous day at
Sentosa than to take in a spectacular night
show set outdoors against the backdrop of
an open sea. Come, discover an aweinspiring display of water, laser and fire
effects, set to majestic music and a
panorama of breathtaking vistas - Wings of
Time. Weaved together by a tale of
friendship and courage that will linger with
you long after you leave the magical
isle.Overnight in Singapore. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ().
Marine Bay Sands

Night Safari Singapore

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

DAY 05: Singapore Day at Leisure
After breakfast explore the vibrant city on
your own as the day is at leisure. You may go
for shopping where malls offer a good mix of
electronics and fashion including both
branded retailers and local labels.
Overnight in Singapore. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ().

D AY 0 6 : R e t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home.Continental
Breakfast () It's time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.

What your Tour price includes

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be 10
years. Hand- written passport are not valid for
travel. For Malaysia your passport should be
valid for 09 month from the date of travel .For
the above package you must be in possession
of a single Entry Visa for Malaysia and
Singapore. The cost of these Visas, are included
in your package tour price.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
Singapore +2.30
Malaysia +2.30 

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Light Woollens and formal
dress for Genting Highland & Cruise Casinos.

Currency
 Malaysia
: Malaysian Ringgit
 Singapore : Singapore Dollar
Shopping

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry Malaysia& Singapore Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mention in
itinerary with a local variation occasionally, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mention in itinerary by AC Coach
8. Complementary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.
4.

Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned otherwise.
Any increase in the airfare / taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket
5. Any increase in the rate of USD leading to an increase in the cost
of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water, telephone charges
and all items of personal nature and also food drinks not
forming part of the group menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
box.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an ECG
and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by an MD
Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old)
11. Cost of USD 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quote Scheme

Accommodation
 MALAYSIA : Kuala Lumpur - 2 Nights

at Hotel Pearl International or Similar
 SINGAPORE : 3 Nights

at Hotel AQUEEN or Similar

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on tour
else an FIT supplement may be applicable with Local
representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years of
age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults and
without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a 3rd
person in a triple room, most hotels use roll away
beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size will be
the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will pay
“Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10.Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in

Clothing, Perfume, Accessories,
Electronics Goods etc.
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TOUR CODE

TOUR
CODE
FBFE9

Best of FAR EAST
(Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore)

10 DAYS
09 NIGHTS

Singapore Merlion

2
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A
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KOK
2
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ING H

2

DAY 01: Arrive Bangkok - Onto
Pattaya. Evening Alcazar Show

DAY 02: Pattaya - Visit to Coral Island
and Nong Nooch Village

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Far East tour. On arrival in Bangkok, you will
be met by your Southern Travel Tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your hotel in Pattaya (Check in after
1400 hrs as per International Standards).
Thailand, offers an unbeatable
combination of Eastern exoticism and
Western modernism that brings ten million
people a year to the country's gorgeous
beaches and magical countryside. Tonight
visit the popular cabaret -the Alcazar Show
and watch the dazzling performances by
transvestites. Get ready to be entertained in
grand style by professional artists
presenting creative impersonations
through songs and tales accompanied by a
fantastic modern sound and light system.
Suitable for all age groups, the Alcazar Show
is a marvelous extravaganza of music, dance
and glitzy costumes. Overnight in Pattaya.
Indian Dinner ().

After Breakfast proceed to the aqua blue
ocean to Coral Island in a speedboat, where
you will be amazed at the view of the
beautiful marine life and coral formations,
the perfect way to admire the stunning
underwater beauty. Here you may try your
hand on water sports activities on direct
payments. Later, visit Nong Nooch Village,
where you see spectacular tropical gardens
flourish in a distinct Thai setting. Enjoy the
traditional dance performances and the
unique elephant show. Overnight in Pattaya.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()

Alcazar Show Pattaya
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DAY 03: Pattaya-Onto Bangkok. Visit
to Gems Gallery and Bangkok City
tour
After Breakfast this morning, check out and
while enroute to Bangkok, stop at the Gems
Gallery - the largest jewellery store in the
world. Afterwards proceed on a panoramic
city tour of Bangkok and visit the
magnificent Golden Buddha Temple. Later
Check in at Bangkok Hotel (Check in after
1400hrs as per International Standards).
Rest of the evening at leisure or do shopping
on your own. Overnight in Bangkok.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()
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DAY 04: Visit to Bangkok Safari world
with Marine Park
After breakfast get ready to explore the
Safari World, a leisure and wildlife park,
where you will come across thousands of
rare and endangered species roaming freely
in their natural habitat. Spend the day in the
wild as you drive through the dense
Biodiversity. Enjoy a wide array of
entertainment, such as the Dolphin Show,
Sea Lion Show, Orangutan Boxing Show, and
Stunt Show at the Marine Park. Return and
Overnight in Bangkok. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 05: Bangkok - Onto Kuala
Lumpur Guided City Tour of Kuala
Lumpur with the View from KL
Tower
After breakfast, next part of your Oriental
Experience unfolds as you are transferred to
the Airport for your flight to Kuala Lumpur.
On arrival in Kuala Lumpur, you will be
transferred & checked into your hotel
(Check In after 1400 hours as per

International Standards). Malaysia
seamlessly blends the flavours of the Orient,
India and Europe. The country naturally
focuses on its new millennium metropolis of
the capital, Kuala Lumpur. With the iconic
Petronas Towers lighting the way, KL, as it's
commonly known, has the polished panache
of a Western capital combined with its
nature of an Asian city, making it the ideal
gateway to the rest of Malaysia and
indeed,to Southeast Asia.
Proceed on a panoramic city tour to get a
closer look at Kuala Lumpur's most famous
landmarks, like the King's Palace, National
Monument, National Mosque, Jamek
M o s q u e , M e rd e ka S q u a re . Ad m i re
Malaysia's most renowned structure, the
world famous Petronas Twin Towers and
enjoy magnificent view of city from the
Observatory Deck of the K.L. Tower Overnight in Kuala Lumpur. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 06: Kuala Lumpur – Full Day
Visit to Batu Caves, Genting Highland
with Casino-De-Genting.
After Breakfast, this morning proceed full
day visit to the ever-popular Genting
Highland en-route visit Batu Cave, the
amazing Batu Caves, a spiritual site for
hundreds of thousands of Hindus each year
.The cave is one of the most popular Hindu
shrines outside India, and is dedicated to
Lord Murugan. The limestone forming Batu
Caves is said to be around 400 million years
old. A 42.7-metre (140 ft) high statue of
Lord Murugan. It is the tallest Lord Murugan
statue in the world. While proceeding to
Genting Highland take one way cable car
(weather permitting). Visit Genting Theme
Park - a day full of fun and adventure
activities Later you can try your luck at the
largest and the only land based Casino in
Asia –Casino-De-Genting please carry a pair
of formal suits for men and sari for women
to enter the casino. Overnight in Kuala
Lumpur. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()
Lord Murugun Batu Caves

Night Safari

DAY 07: Kuala Lumpur – Singapore Visit Night Safari.
After Early breakfast, we drive to Singapore.
Singapore, where the blend of Asian
Cultures and Western attitudes has made it
most stable economy in the region and the
logical gateway to Southeast Asia. The
country is rightly proud of its efficiency,
c l e a n l i n e s s a n d h i g h ly d e ve l o p e d
infrastructure. (Check In after 1400 hours
as per International Standards). Evening,
proceed to Night Safari the world's first
wildlife park built specially for night
viewing. Hop onboard the tram for a 40minute journey of wild animal encounters
Journey from the Himalayan foothills to wild
Equitorial Africa, this tram ride offers live
commentary. Get a chance to come up-close
with Lions, Tigers, Tapirs, Deer and more.
Set in a forest clearing, the Creatures of the
Night Show a 20-minute animal
presentation will introduce you to
nocturnal animals, from the elusive owl to
nimble binturongs to intuitive civets.
Overnight in Singapore.Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()
Night Safari

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation

Pattaya:

02 Nights

at Hotel Ibis or Similar


Bangkok: 02 Nights
at Hotel Season Siam or Similar


Kuala Lumpur: 02 Nights

at Hotel Pearl International or Similar


Singapore: 03 Nights
at Hotel AQUEEN or Similar

Important notes
1. The tour price package is applicable for minimum
30 passengers, travelling in group else an FIT
supplement may be applicable with Local
representative.
2. Passengers, can book their tour directly from their
city by paying an additional amount subject to
availability of flights. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. There can be a maximum of 3 adults in a room
with a roll away bed for 3rd person, most of the
hotels provide 2 queen size bed in a triple room,
the room size will be the same as the Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty
cost will be applicable. Your sales officer will
advise the amount at the time of making the
change in date.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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DAY 08: Singapore - City Tour and
Sentosa Island Tour
After breakfast, proceed on a panoramic city
tour including Merlion photostop, Raffles
Landing, Suntec City, Fountain of Wealth,
Orchard Road, Little India and Chinatown.
Afternoon proceed to Sentosa - here the fun
awaits you at Sentosa Island, home to many
exciting attractions and the stunning
manmade beach. Enjoy your day at Sentosa
Island. Visit S.E.A. Aquarium an incredible
one-stop destination for the family –
providing hours of fun, leisure and learning
for all. Be thrilled no end by unique
encounters with marine animals. There's no
better way to complete a fabulous day at
Sentosa than to take in a spectacular night
show set outdoors against the backdrop of
an open sea. Come, discover an aweinspiring display of water, laser and fire
effects, set to majestic music and a
panorama of breathtaking vistas - Wings of
Time. Weaved together by a tale of
friendship and courage that will linger with
you long after you leave the magical isle.
Overnight in Singapore.Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 09: Singapore - Day at leisure
After breakfast explore the vibrant city on
your own as the day is at leisure. You may go
for shopping where malls offer a good mix of
electronics and fashion including both
branded retailers and local labels. Overnight
in Singapore. Continental Breakfast ()
Indian Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

Coral Island Pattaya

Hotel Marina Bay Sands

What your Tour price includes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DAY 10: Return Home with
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. Continental
Breakfast (). It's time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.

Safari Worl Bangkok

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry Thailand, Malaysia & Singapore Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned
in itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
WaistPouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1. Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable extra
2. Passport Charges.
3. Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to
departure. However the rate on the given day of the full
payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in

Additional info
12
3

9
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Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
 Malaysia +2.30  Singapore +2.30
Thailand +1.30

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Beach wear, light woollens
and formal dress for for Genting Highland.

Currency
 Malaysia

: Malaysian Ringgit
: Thai Baht
 Singapore : Singapore Dollar
 Thailand

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be 10
years. Hand- written passport are not valid for
travel. For Malaysia your passport should be
valid for 09 month from the date of travel .For
the above package you must be in possession
of a single Entry Visa for Thailand, Malaysia
and Singapore. The cost of these Visas, are
included in your package tour price. For
Immigration in Thailand please Carry USD 700
or Thai baht 20000/ per person. For OnArrival visa for Thailand please carry 2
Photographs per person (35mm by 45mm)
matt finish white background paper with 80%
face exposure.

Shopping
Clothing, Perfume, Accessories, Local Products,
Souvenirs, Electronics Goods etc.
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happy holidaying...

MEMORIES ARE PRICELESS...
NOTHING BUT GOOD EXPERIENCE CAN ONLY BUY IT.
Southern Travels is a top of the reliable name in travel business that specializes in group/ package tours as well as
custom made tours across India and other parts of the beautiful world. Come..! explore all that the rich Indian heritage
and natural wonders have to offer. Get ready for a breathtaking journey taking you from historical monuments, archaic
cities, and cultural markets to the mystical mountains, exotic wildlife sanctuaries, and ravishing beaches.
Whatever your wanderlust be starting from pilgrimage, excursion, cultural exploration, corporate tours or a family
vacation, trust Southern to deliver you nothing less than a life time experience.

Transport at Southern Travels comes with a
huge bonus ‘Choice'

Our Services
International Packages
- Fixed Departure Group Tours
- Special Customised Tours
- Southern Travels hospitality with south indian food option.

AUDI

BMW

MERCEDES BENZ

Domestic Tours Covering India
- Fixed Departure Tours by Luxury Coaches
- Holiday Package Tours
- Tailor made Tours
- Group Incentive Tours
- LTC/LFC Tours
- Student Educational tours
- Customized Honeymoon Packages

Luxury Train Tour Packages
- Palace on Wheels
- Deccan Odyssey
- Heritage on Wheels
- Royal Orient
- Golden Chariot
- Buddhist Train tour

INNOVA (6 SEATER)

Multi Axle Volvo
Coach (53 Seater)

- Inbound tours
- MICE - Meetings Incentives
- Conference & Exhibitions
- Hotel Bookings
- Air Ticketing (IATA)
- Rail Ticketing
- Car Rentals

TOLL FREE (For BSNL / MTNL users) 8 AM-10 PM

1800 11 0606

Volvo Coach
(45 Seater)

Hi-Tech Coach
(35 Seater)

More choice.... More reasons.
- Travel by Volvo / Hi-Tech coaches is safe
- Believe in us, deal with us and be safe while on tour
- Accommodation in Star Hotels with discounted rates at all Tourist destinations
- Package tours to visit various Historical / Religious / Hill Stations by Super
Deluxe Buses / Innova / Cars
- We supply latest model TATA Indica, Swift Dzire, Indigo Esteem, Ford Icon,
Honda City, Innova
- 9 / 12 Seater Tempo Traveller, 18 / 25 / 27 / 35 / 45 / 53 (Volvo) Seater A.C. /
Non-A.C. Tourist Buses also can be hired from us.

A
CALL US @ CUSTOMER CARE

TEMPO TRAVELLER (9 SEATER)

At Southern Travels, to take you into the dream world, we have
top class fleet of different types of vehicles at your service. You
can choose from a variety of transport, based on your needs,
from spacious buses to vans or cars, we have it all.

Other Services
- Money Exchange

SWIFT DZIRE (4 SEATER)

D V E N T U R E
AWAITS

TOUR CODE

TOUR
CODE
FCB10

Cruise with Best of FAR EAST
(Thailand, Malaysia Singapore & Cruise)

11 DAYS
10 NIGHTS

Singapore Merlion
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DAY 02: Pattaya - Visit to Coral Island
and Nong Nooch Village

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Far East tour. On arrival in Bangkok, you will
be met by your Southern Travel Tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your hotel in Pattaya (Check in after
1400 hrs as per International
Standards).Thailand, offers an unbeatable
combination of Eastern exoticism and
Western modernism that brings ten million
people a year to the country's gorgeous
beaches and magical countryside. Tonight
visit the popular cabaret -the Alcazar Show
and watch the dazzling performances by
transvestites. Get ready to be entertained in
grand style by professional artists
presenting creative impersonations
through songs and tales accompanied by a
fantastic modern sound and light system.
Suitable for all age groups, the Alcazar Show
is a marvelous extravaganza of music, dance
and glitzy costumes. Overnight in Pattaya.
Indian Dinner ()

After Breakfast proceed to the aqua blue
ocean to Coral Island in a speedboat, where
you will be amazed at the view of the
beautiful marine life and coral formations,
the perfect way to admire the stunning
underwater beauty. Here you may try your
hand on water sports activities on direct
payments. Later, visit NongNooch Village,
where you see spectacular tropical gardens
flourish in a distinct Thai setting. Enjoy the
traditional dance performances and the
unique elephant show. Overnight in
Pattaya. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

Pattaya Beach
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DAY 03: Pattaya - Onto Bangkok.
Visit to Gems Gallery and Bangkok
City tour
After Breakfast this morning, check out and
while enroute to Bangkok,stop at the Gems
Gallery - the largest jewellery store in the
world. Afterword proceed on a panoramic
city tourof Bangkok and visit the
magnificent Golden Buddha Temple. Later
Check in at Bangkok Hotel (Check in after
1400hrs as per International Standards).
Rest of the evening at leisure or do shopping
on your own. Overnight in Bangkok.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch
() Indian Dinner ()
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DAY 01: Arrive Bangkok - Onto
Pattaya. Evening Alcazar Show
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DAY 04: Visit to Bangkok Safari world
with Marine Park
After breakfast get ready to explore the
Safari World,a leisure and wildlife park,
where you will come across thousands of
rare and endangered species roaming freely
in their natural habitat. Spend the day in the
wild as you drive through the dense
Biodiversity. Enjoy a wide array of
entertainment, such as the Dolphin Show,
Sea Lion Show, Orangutan Boxing Show, and
Stunt Show at the Marine Park. Return and
Overnight in Bangkok. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 05: Bangkok - Onto Kuala
Lumpur Guided City Tour of Kuala
Lumpur with the View from KL
Tower
After breakfast, starts the next part of your
Oriental Experience unfolds as you are
transferred to the Airport for your flight to
Kuala Lumpur. On arrival in Kuala Lumpur,
you will be transferred & checked into your
hotel (Check In after 1400 hours as per
International Standards). Malaysia
seamlessly blends the flavours of the Orient,

India and Europe. The country naturally
focuses on its new millennium metropolis of
the capital, Kuala Lumpur. With the iconic
Petronas Towers lighting the way, KL, as it's
commonly known, has the polished panache
of a Western capital combined with its
nature of an Asian city, making it the ideal
gateway to the rest of Malaysia and indeed,
to Southeast Asia. Proceed on a panoramic
city tour to get a closer look at Kuala
Lumpur's most famous landmarks, like the
King's Palace, National Monument, National
Mosque, Jamek Mosque, Merdeka Square.
Admire Malaysia's most renowned
structure, the world famous Petronas Twin
Towers and enjoy magnificent view of city
from the Observatory Deck of the K.L.
Tower- the tallest tower in Southeast
A s i a . O v e r n i g h t i n Ku a l a L u m p u r.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()

DAY 06: Kuala Lumpur – Full Day
Vi s i t to B a t u C ave s , G e n t i n g
Highlands and Casino-De-Genting.
After Breakfast, this morning proceed to full
day visit to the ever-popular Genting
Highland with .En-route visit Batu Cave,
the amazing Batu Caves, a spiritual site for
hundreds of thousands of Hindus each year
.The cave is one of the most popular Hindu
shrines outside India, and is dedicated to
Lord Murugan. The limestone forming Batu
Caves is said to be around 400 million years
old. A 42.7-metre (140 ft) high statue of
Lord Murugan. It is the tallest Lord Murugan
statue in the world.
While proceeding to Genting Highland take
one way cable car (weather permitting).
Visit Genting Theme Park - a day full of fun
and adventure activities. Later you can try
your luck at the largest and the only land
based Casino in Asia –Casino-De-Genting
please carry a pair of formal suits for men
and sari for women to enter the casino
.Overnight in Kuala Lampur. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

Ramayana Batu Caves

Night Safari

DAY 07: Kuala Lumpur – Singapore Visit Night Safari.
After Early breakfast, we drive to Singapore.
Singapore, where the blend of Asian
Cultures and Western attitudes has made it
most stable economy in the region and the
logical gateway to Southeast Asia. The
country is rightly proud of its efficiency,
c l e a n l i n e s s a n d h i g h ly d e ve l o p e d
infrastructure.(Check In after 1400 hours as
per International Standards). Evening,
proceed to Night Safari the world's first
wildlife park built specially for night
viewing.
Hop onboard the tram for a 40-minute
journey of wild animal encounters Journey
from the Himalayan foothills to wild
Equitorial Africa, this tram ride offers live
commentary. Get a chance to come up-close
with Lions, Tigers, Tapirs, Deer and more.
Set in a forest clearing, the Creatures of the
Night Show a 20-minute animal
presentation will introduce you to
nocturnal animals, from the elusive owl to
nimble binturongs to intuitive civets.
Overnight in Singapore. Continental
Breakfast () Lunch Coupon () Indian
Dinner ()
Night Safari

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation

Pattaya:

02 Nights

at Hotel Ibis or Similar


Bangkok: 02 Nights
at Hotel Season Siam or Similar


Kuala Lumpur: 02 Nights

at Hotel Pearl International or Similar


Singapore: 02 Nights
at Hotel AQUEEN or Similar



Cruise: 02 Nights
Inside stateroom

Important notes
1. The tour price package is applicable for minimum
30 passengers, travelling in group else an FIT
supplement may be applicable with Local
representative.
2. Passengers, can book their tour directly from their
city by paying an additional amount subject to
availability of flights. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. There can be a maximum of 3 adults in a room with
a roll away bed for 3rd person, most of the hotels
provide 2 queen size bed in a triple room, the room
size will be the same as the Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the change in date.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.
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DAY 08: Singapore - City Tour and
Sentosa Island Tour

DAY 09: Singapore - Day at leisure.
Board the Cruise

After breakfast, proceed on a panoramic city
tour including Merlionphotostop, Raffles
Landing, Suntec City, Fountain of Wealth,
Orchard Road, Little India and
Chinatown.Afternoon proceed to Sentosa here the fun awaits you at Sentosa Island,
home to many exciting attractions and the
stunning manmade beach. Enjoy your day at
Sentosa Island. Visit S.E.A aquarium an
incredible one-stop destination for the
family – providing hours of fun, leisure and
learning for all. There's no better way to
complete a fabulous day at Sentosa than to
take in a spectacular night show set
outdoors against the backdrop of an open
sea. Come, discover an awe-inspiring
display of water, laser and fire effects, set to
majestic music and a panorama of
breathtaking vistas - Wings of Time.
Weaved together by a tale of friendship and
courage that will linger with you long after
you leave the magical isle.Overnight in
Singapore. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

After breakfast explore the vibrant city on
your own as the day is at leisure. You may go
for shopping where malls offer agood mix of
electronics and fashion including both
branded retailers and local labels. Evening
Board the luxurious Cruise which offers
much more than first class dining and
entertainment. Indulge in gastronomic
delights with an exciting choice of dining
options. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Dinner on board Cruise) ()

It is a nonstop fun. The day is for you to
explore some shores & enjoy the romantic
moments on the beautiful beaches. (Meals
on board Cruise)

DAY 1 1 : R e t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. Continental
Breakfast () It's time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday. We would like you to spare a
few minutes of your time to write and tell us
how you enjoyed your holiday and any
suggestions you may have for the future.
Please do give us your valuable feedback on
feedback@southerntravels.in

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
 Malaysia +2.30  Singapore +2.30
Thailand +1.30

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Beach wear, light woollens
and formal dress for for Genting Highland.

Currency
 Malaysia

: Malaysian Ringgit
: Thai Baht
 Singapore : Singapore Dollar
 Thailand

Shopping
Clothing, Perfume, Accessories, Local Products,
Souvenirs, Electronics Goods etc.
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1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare
with Taxes.
2. Single Entry Thailand, Malaysia & Singapore Visa
Charges.
3. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price
grid.
4. Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
5. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy
valid for the duration of the tour covered up to
the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local

Dream Cruise

DAY 10: On Cruise
Sentosa Island

What your Tour price includes

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be 10
years. Hand- written passport are not valid for
travel. For Malaysia your passport should be
valid for 09 month from the date of travel .For
the above package you must be in possession
of a single Entry Visa for Thailand, Malaysia
and Singapore. The cost of these Visas, are
included in your package tour price. For
Immigration in Thailand please Carry USD 700
or Thai baht 20000/ per person. For OnArrival visa for Thailand please carry 2
Photographs per person (35mm by 45mm)
matt finish white background paper with 80%
face exposure.

variation, entrance fees, sightseeing and surface
transportation as mentioned in the itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in
itinerary by AC Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and
Passport Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1. Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable
extra
2. Passport Charges.
3. Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged
by the airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an
increase in the cost of the tour, which may come
into effect prior to departure. However the rate on
the given day of the full payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline
owing to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions,
Conventions, Special Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and
seaports, tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral
water (other than offered complimentary),
telephone charges and all items of personal nature
and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to
submit an ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a
form to be filled by an MD Doctor (Which is not
more than 30 Days old).
11.Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of
India under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in

TOUR CODE

Best of THAILAND

FBBP4

(Pattaya, Bangkok)

05 DAYS
04 NIGHTS

Bangkok

THAIL

AND

2

BANG

KOK

2
PATTA
YA

DAY 01: Arrive Bangkok-Onto
Pattaya .Evening Alcazar Show

DAY 02: Pattaya - Visit to Coral Island
and Nong Nooch Village

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Thailand tour. On arrival in Bangkok, you
will be met by your Southern Travel Tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your hotel in Pattaya (Check in after
1400 hrs as per International Standards).
Thailand, offers an unbeatable
combination of Eastern exoticism and
Western modernism that brings ten million
people a year to the country's gorgeous
beaches and magical countryside. Tonight
visit the popular cabaret -the Alcazar Show
and watch the dazzling performances by
transvestites. Get ready to be entertained in
grand style by professional artists
presenting creative impersonations
through songs and tales accompanied by a
fantastic modern sound and light system.
Suitable for all age groups, the Alcazar Show
is a marvelous extravaganza of music, dance
and glitzy costumes. Overnight in Pattaya.
Indian Dinner ().

After Breakfast proceed to the aqua blue
ocean to Coral Island in a speedboat, where
you will be amazed at the view of the
beautiful marine life and coral formations,
the perfect way to admire the stunning
underwater beauty. Here you may try your
hand on water sports activities on direct
payments. Later, visit Nong Nooch Village,
where you see spectacular tropical gardens
flourish in a distinct Thai setting. Enjoy the
traditional dance performances and the
unique elephant show. Overnight in Pattaya.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()

Alcazar Show Pattaya
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DAY 03: Pattaya -Onto Bangkok. Visit
to Gems Gallery and Bangkok City
tour
After Breakfast this morning, check out and
while enroute stop at the Gems Gallery - the
largest jewellery store in the world.
Afterward's proceed on a panoramic city
tour of Bangkok and visit the magnificent
Golden Buddha Temple . Later Check in at
Bangkok Hotel (Check in after 1400hrs as
per International Standards). Rest of the
evening at leisure or do shopping on your
own. Overnight in Bangkok. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 04: Visit to Bangkok Safari world
with Marine Park
After breakfast get ready to explore the
Safari World, a leisure and wildlife park,
where you will come across thousands of
rare and endangered species roaming freely
in their natural habitat. enjoy a wide array of
entertainment, such as the Dolphin Show,
Sea Lion Show, Orangutan Boxing Show, and
Stunt Show at the Marine Park. Return and
Overnight in Bangkok. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()
Safari World Bangkok

D AY 0 5 : R e t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. Continental
Breakfast (). It's time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.

amaz ng

THAILAND
It Begins with the People...
Temple of Dawn

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation
 PATTAYA : 02 Nights

at Hotel Ibis or Similar
 BANGKOK : 02 Nights

at Hotel Seasons Siam or Similar

Important notes

What your Tour price includes

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be 10
years. Hand- written passport are not valid for
travel. For the above package you must be in
possession of a single Entry Visa for Thailand.
For Immigration in Thailand, please Carry USD
700 or Thai baht 20000/ per person. For OnArrival visa please carry 2 Photographs per
person (35mm by 45mm) matt finish white
background paper with 80% face exposure.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
5. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned
in itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
6. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
7. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.
4.

Safari World Bangkok

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
Thailand +1.30

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Thailand Visa Charges
Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
5. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
6. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
7. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
8. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
9. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
10. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
11. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
12. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable
with Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can
book their tour directly from their city by paying
an additional amount. Please check with
respective sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty
cost will be applicable. Your sales officer will
advise the amount at the time of making the date
change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of
the country you are planning to visit.

Chinese Temple

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Beach wear for Pattaya.

Currency


Thailand : Thai Baht

Shopping

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in

Clothing, Perfume, Accessories, Local Products,
Souvenirs, Electronics Goods etc.
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TOUR CODE

FRSL5

RAMAYANA TRIAL WITH
SANKARI DEVI SHAKTHI PEETAM

06 DAYS
05 NIGHTS

(Best of Sri Lanka)

ULLA

DAMB

1

CO

NE

DAY 01: Arrive – Colombo Transfer to
Dambulla
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Sri Lanka(RAMAYANA TRAILWITH
SHANKARI DEVI SHAKTHI PEETAM) tour.
On arrival in Sri Lanka, you will be met by
your Southern Travel tour Manager will
welcome you and take you to your hotel at
Dambulla. Sri Lanka, Lying just off the
south-east coast of India, with its southern
tip barely 30km from the equator this is a
tropical island that for centuries has
attracted the covetous gazes of people from
all over the world. Rightly it deserves its
earlier appellation as "pearl of the
orient".Visit to Manavari.Manavari is the
first place whereLord Rama installed and
prayedthe Siva lingam after the end ofthe
war with King Ravana. To datethis lingam is
called as RamalingaShivan. Rameshwaram
is the onlyother lingam in the world
namedafter Lord Rama.In route Visit to
MuneeshwaramLord Rama after his
victorious battleleft for Ayodhya in one of
KingRavana'svimana's. He felt he wasbeing
followed by bramhaasthidosham as he had
killed King Ravanawho was a Brahmin. He
stoped thevimana at this juncture because
hefelt at this place the “Brahmaasthi
D o s h a m” wa s n o t f o l l o w i n g h i m .
Heascended from the vimana andasked God
Shiva for a remedy. GodShiva blessed Lord
Rama and advised him installing and
p ray i n g fo u r l i n ga m s a t M a n ava r i ,
ThiruKoneshwaram, ThiruKetheshwaram
and Rameshwaram in India, as the only
22

remedy to get rid of the dosham. Overnight
Stay at Dambulla. () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()
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DAY 2 : Dambulla – Trincomalee
Visit to Shankari Devi
ShakthiPeetam (Special Archana for
Southern Group). Kandy Cultural
show (time permit). Kandy
After Breakfast proceed to Trincomalee.
Trincomalee, the city which houses one of
the best natural deep-water ports inthe
world, visit to Shankari Devishakthipeetam. The original Shankari Devi temple,
said to be built by Ravana, was the first in the
list of Ashta Dasha (18) Shakti Pitas written
down by AdiShankara. Shankari Devi
temple in Trincomalee, will have Archana
for the southern travel group (Please note
Archana will be arranged by southern
Travel provided we reach during the Pooja
ceremony only). Srilanka is a prominent
temple for Hindus.It is the place where
“Groin” part of the sati fallen .Head towards
the classical-medieval Hindu temple
Koneswaram' which blazes a subtle sense of
Dravidian architecture after word's proceed
to the Bhadrakali Amman Temple
dedicated to the goddess Kali. Afternoon
proceed to Kandy in route visit to The Golden
temple at Dambulla Kandy was the last
capital of the Sri Lankan kings and is a World
Heritage Site. The name "Kandy" conjures
visions of splendor and magnificence. Many
of the legends, traditions and folklore are

still lovingly kept alive. Drive around the
Kandy lake built by the last Sinhala king, Sri
Wickrama Rajasinghein1798. Visit the
Kandy town and bazaar, the arts and crafts
center. And proceed to Kandy cultural
show (time permit) Overnight stay at
Kandy. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

Shankari Devi Shakhti Peeth-Trincomalee

DAY 3 : Kandy -Sita Amman Temple,
Divurumpola Temple, The Hanuman
Temple, NuwaraEliya
After Breakfast Visit to theSri Dalada
Maligawa or the Temple of the Sacred Tooth
Relic is a Buddhist temple in the city of
Kandy.
Proceed to the Hunuman Temple (Sri
Bhakta Hanuman Temple).On these hills of
Ramboda where Hanuman was
searchingfor Sitadevi, Chinmaya mission of
Sri Lanka built a temple with Hanuman as
the presiding deity. Proceed to The Sita
Amman temple. The temple is situated in
Ashok Vatika/Vanam) according to
tradition, the site isassociated with Sita of
the Ramayanaepic. Ancient statues of Rama
and Sita can be seen on a side of the temple.
The temple seen today is a modern building
with its paintings, statues and pillars
decorated with sculptures, alldepicting the
tale of Rama and Sita.
The Ashok Vatikawas one of the pleasure
gardens of King Ravanaof the well-known
epic Ramayanaya. This is the exotic pleasure
garden where king Ravana kept the
depressed Sita, insisting that she marry him.
It was here where the heart-warming
meeting took place between her and
Hanuman, who brought her Rama's ring
with the news that Rama was looking for
her. He offered to carry her back but she
refused saying it would be an insult to
Rama's honour if he did so. Part of this
majestic garden still exists. Have Darshan of
Hanuman Foot Print It is believed that when
Hanuman lept from India to Sri Lanka, he
landed at this spot. The force of his impact
on ground was so great that it left an imprint
of his feet on the solid ground. Thereafter
proceed to visit Divurumpola temple.
Although this Vihara is said to be
established in the 6th A.D.Polonnaruwa
period it has a long history among people of
having been started in the time of Rama,
Rawana and Sita.Still revered by thousands,
this holy haven was the place where Sita
performed her Agni Pariksha (proving her
chastity) to her husband Rama.

Continuing the practice for over thousands
of years, villagers still pledge their fidelity or
take oaths there and even in certain courts,
this agreement was binding. Since that time
this place has been respected and
worshiped by people downthe ages.
Furthermore it is said that this place was
given the name "Divurumpola" or the place
of making a wow. Not only in legends but
this name has been inscribed in the
moonstone guarding the Devale in the
p re m i s e s . O ve r n i gh t s t ay a t H o te l .
(NuwaraEliya) Continental Breakfast ()
Indian Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 04: Nuwara Eliya-Colombo
After Breakfast explore boat ride at Nuwara
Eliya your own and then proceed to
Colombo. Enjoy Colombo city tour Evening
free for shopping Continental Breakfast ()
Indian Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 05: Colombo Negombo
After Breakfast Visit to Panchamuga
Anjaneyer Temple Colombo. Transfer from
Colombo to NegomboEvening relax and
enjoy at Negombo beach.Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 06: Return Home with
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. Continental
Breakfast () It's time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.
What your Tour price includes
1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with
Taxes.
2. Single Entry Srilanka Visa Charges.
3. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
4. Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
5. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local variation,
entrance fees, sightseeing and surface transportation as
mentioned in the itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by
AC Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be 10 years.
Hand- written passport are not valid for travel. For
the above package you must be in possession of a
single Entry Visa for Sri Lanka. The cost of the visa
is included in your package tour price.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
Sri Lanka-0.00

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Beach wear & Light woollens

Currency
Sri Lanka : Rupee

Shopping
Crafts, Gems, Clothes etc.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in
the cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to
departure. However the rate on the given day of the full
payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing
to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions,
Special Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports,
tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other
than offered complimentary), telephone charges and all
items of personal nature and also food drinks not
forming part of the group menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit
an ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be
filled by an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days
old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation
 Dambulla : 01 Night
at Hotel Kassapa Lions Rock of Similar.
Kandy: 01 Night
at Hotel Hill Top or Similar.

Nuwara Eliya : 01 Night

at Hotel Galway Forest Lodge or Similar.

Colombo: 01 Night


at Hotel Global Towers or Similar.

 Negombo: 01 Night
at Hotel Camelot Beach or Similar.

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on tour
else an FIT supplement may be applicable with Local
representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years of
age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults and
without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a 3rd
person in a triple room, most hotels use roll away
beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size will be
the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will pay
“Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out time
12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FBDA4

Best of DUBAI with ABU DHABI

05 DAYS
04 NIGHTS

DUBA

I

ABU

3

DHAB

I
1

UAE
DAY 01: Arrive Dubai–Evening Dhow
Cruise with Dinner
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Dubai with Abu Dhabi tour. On arrival in
Dubai, you will be met by your Southern
Travel Tour Manager who will welcome you
and take you to your hotel. In the evening,
get set sail on the Dhow Cruise. See Dubai
by night in the way it is famous for, with its
beautifully illuminated skyline passing by as
you have your Indian dinner in the floating
restaurant. Overnight at the hotel in Dubai.
Indian Lunch ( ) Dinner on Dhow Cruise
( ).

Dow Cruise

DAY 02: Guided City tour of Dubai
afternoon Desert Safari with
Barbeque Dinner.
After Breakfast proceed for a half-day city
tour of Dubai. See the creek, the souks and
traditional markets, Sheikh Saeed's House,
the Heritage and Diving village, the wind
tower houses of the Bastikiya area, Dubai
Museum, Jumeirah Mosque and the
stunning golf courses followed by visit to
Dubai Mall – Here for about hour and a half
we have a chance to explore Dubai Mall on
own or enjoy various other activities on
own, After lunch we take you on a Desert
Safari Tour. Your Desert Safari tour
includes an exciting safari by a 4-Wheel
Drive over desert dunes. At the Camp, you
can also get dressed for the occasion by
wearing traditional Bedouin male or female
garments, and also have Henna (temporary
tattoo) decotrate your hands, legs and feet
and smoke flavored sheesha. Enjoy a
scintillating belly dance performance and
have a delicious veg / non-veg barbeque
dinner. Overnight at the hotel in Dubai.
Continental Breakfas ( ) Indian Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 03: Visit to BurjKhalifa 124th
floor & Miracle Garden.
After breakfast we proceed to 'The
mesmeric BurjKhalifa' is the tallest building
in the world and soars 828 metres through
the clouds and into the sky to offer
staggering vistas across Dubai and beyond.
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We take you to the 124th Floor.. And then
after visit to the Miracle garden The Dubai
Miracle Garden is a flower garden located in
the district of Dubailand, Dubai, United Arab
Emirates. The garden was launched on
Valentine's Day in 2013. The garden
occupies over 72,000 square metres,
making it the world's largest natural flower
garden featuring over 50 million flowers
and 250 million plants.Continental
Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch ( ) Indian
Dinner ( ).

Desert Safari

Belly Dance

DAY 04: Dubai-Abu Dhabi city tour with Grand Mosque.
After Breakfast we procced to Abu Dhabi city tour visit to Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque - This
architectural work of art is one of the world's largest mosques, with a capacity for an
astonishing 41,000 worshipers. Later proceed to Emirates Palace, Presidential palace, Heritage
Village en route Lunch at Indian restaurant Evening free on your own OR choose to include
Ferrari Park at extra cost through our Tour leader on the spot. Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian
Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque

Enjoy Delicious South
Indian Lunch and Dinner
at the best of local Indian
restaurants.
Accommodation
 DUBAI : 03 Nights

at Hotel Fortune Pearl or Similar
 ABU DHABI: 01 Night

D AY 0 5 : R e t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home.It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday. Continental
Breakfast ( ).

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
Dubai -1.30

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes.

Currency


Dubai : Dirham

Shopping
Gold, Jewellery, Perfume, Watches,
Dates/Dry Fruits etc.

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for dubai. The cost of the visa is included in
your package tour price. Dubai visa will be
processed online for which we need clear
scanned (coloured) passport copy of
front,back and obeservation page along
with Photographs (35mm x 45mm) matt
finish white background paper with 80%
face exposure in JPEG Format Only.

What your Tour price includes
1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with
Taxes.
2. Single Entry Dubai Visa Charges.
3. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
4. Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
5. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local variation,
entrance fees, sightseeing and surface transportation as
mentioned in the itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by
AC Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in
the cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to
departure. However the rate on the given day of the full
payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing
to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions,
Special Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports,
tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other
than offered complimentary), telephone charges and all
items of personal nature and also food drinks not
forming part of the group menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit
an ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be
filled by an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days
old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

NOTE: For Dubai tour, we may also take a flight
to Sharjah (Which is near to Dubai) depending
on the flight availability, Similarly on the last
day, the flight would again be from Sharjah, in
which case transfer to Dubai & back will be by
Coach on SIC basis. No additional transfer cost
will be charged from the passenger.
Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

at Hotel Howard Johnson or Similar
Desert Safari

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FBE12

Best of EUROPE DISCOVERY
(United Kingdom, Netherlands, Belgium, France, Switzerland
Austria and Italy

13 DAYS
12 NIGHTS

United
Kingdom
London
1

2

France

Cruise
1

1 Br
us
Belgium sels

Paris

Switzer

land

DAY 01: Arrive - London Begin your
'Best of Europe' Tour. Ride on the
London Eye.
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Europe tour. On arrival in London, you will
be met by your Southern Travel Tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your Hotel (check in after 1500: hrs.)
Afternoon proceed to visit the London Eye,
one of the world's tallest Ferris wheels
during the gradual flight enjoy view of
London overnight in London. Indian Dinner
( ).

DAY 2: Guided City Tour of London
Witness the Changing of the Guards.
Visit to Madame Tussauds Wax
Museum
After a continental breakfast, we proceed
for a guided panoramic city tour of London.
See the Westminster Abbey, the Houses of
Parliament, Big Ben, Nelson's Columnat
Trafalgar Square, the statue of Eros at
Piccadilly Circus, St. Paul's Cathedral, the
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symbolic Tower Bridge and Buckingham
Palace with Changing of the Guards (If
Operational). Later, we take you to Madame
Tussauds Wax Museum, the world's largest
exhibition of wax works. The celebrity list
includes over 400 stunning, life-like figures
that never fail to entice the visitors. Enjoy
some free time at Oxford Street (time
permitting) and then reunite in the evening
at a pre-appointed time and place as
informed by your Tour Manager We, then
proceed to the Ferry Port of Harwich and
board our overnight Ferry to Hook of
Holland. Overnight in the comforts of your
cabin. Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian
Lunch ( ) Dinner ( ).

Madame Tussauds Wax Museum

DAY 3: Keukenhof OR Madurodam.
Visit to Amsterdam. Photo-stop at a
Windmill. Canal Cruise of
Amsterdam. On to Belgium.
After a continental breakfast, on board, we
disembark at Hook of Holland and drive to
visit the Keukenhof Tulip Gardens (Until

Netherl
ands
Amsterda
m

3
Au
Lu rne Innsbruc stria
Interlce
aken 1 k
Ve
Padonivace
1
Italy

Florence
Pisa
Arrezzo 1
1

Rome

21st May), the famed National Flower
Exhibition. Like the million visitors that
journey here annually, you will be
spellbound at the sight of beautiful
displaysof over seven million Tulips,
Daffodils, Narcissi and other flowers. After
22nd May group we drive to The Hague political capital of Netherlands and
residence of the Queen. Here wevisit
Madurodam - Holland in miniature. Feel like
a giant amidst models of palaces, canals,
windmills, harbours, airports. Next, stop at
one of the windmills - a symbol of the
Netherlands, a splendid backdrop for a
family photograph Discover Amsterdam in a
novel manner as we take you on a cruise
along its canals, the best way to see this
captivating city. Overnight at the hotel in
Belgium. Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian
Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).
Madurodam

DAY 4: Orientation Tour of Brussels.
Guided City Tour of Paris Visit to
Eiffel Tower Level -2
After a continental breakfast, we check-out
and proceed for an orientation tour of
Brussels. See the adorable Manneken Pis
Statue, a charming fountain of a little boy,
the symbol of Brussels, the beautiful Grand
Place and the Town Hall. Next, we drive to
Paris. On arrival, we proceed for a guided
panoramic city tour of Paris. See Place de la
Concorde, the majestic Arc de Triomphe, the
fashionable Champs Elysees and the
magnificent Opera House. We, then proceed
to visit the Eiffel Tower, the symbol of Paris,
where a bird's eye view from the 2nd level
will leave you breathless!! Overnight at the
hotel in Paris. (Continental Breakfast) ( )
Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).
Eiffel Tower

Disneyland

shimmering costumes and talented dance
troupes. After the show, we take you on an
Illumination tour of Paris. See the famous
landmarks of Paris - the city of lights,
magically lit up. A perfect end to this
beautiful evening. Overnight at the hotel in
Paris. Continental Breakfast ( ) Lunch
Vo u c h e r (  ) I n d i a n D i n n e r (  ) .

DAY 06: Onto Switzerland
After a continental breakfast, we check out
and journey towards Switzerland, a
fascinating country known for its
spectacular mountain scenery, sparkling
lakes and folklore traditions. Continental
Breakfast ( ) Packed Lunch ( ) Indian
Dinner ( ).

DAY 07: Day at Leisure. (Optional)
tour to the Jungfraujoch with
Interlaken and lunch

DAY 05: Day at Leisure Or Optional
Visit to Disneyland or Optional visit
to Louvre Museum. Evening Optional
the World Famous Paradis Latin
cabaret show with an Illumination
Tour of Paris.
Day free at your own or opt for full day
Optional tour to Disneyland. Get charmed
by Cinderella's castle. Take an exciting roller
coaster ride down the Thunder Mountain.
Visit Fantasyland and meet Alice in
Wonderland, Pinocchio, Peter Pan and Snow
White. Get thrilled by the legends of Aladdin
and Indiana Jones at Adventure land. Ride a
space shuttle to the moon at Discovery land.
Encounter Ghost Ships, Steam trains and
Western scenes in the Wild West town of
Frontier land. Or Optional visit to Louvre
Museum the world-renowned Louvre
Museum to see the incomparable and the
most prestigious painting of Mona Lisa.
This evening you can opt for Optional
Paradis Latin cabaret show a 'Grand Evening
in Paris' with Champagne and great
entertainment at the Paradis Latin show.
Experience the charm of striking ballets,

Day is free to explore this exciting city on
your own. Or choose our optional Excursion
to the Jungfraujoch Our scenic drive to
Lauterbrunnen, from where we board a
train to Jungfraujoch the highest altitude
railway station in Europe at 11,333 ft. takes
us along lovely lakes and mountain passes.
On top of Jungfraujoch, experience the
magic of the mountains at the Sphinx
Terrace. See the breathtaking Jungfrau Peak
and the awesome Aletsch Glacier. Also, visit
the Ice Palace, where you see a beautiful
display of sculptures made of ice. Enjoy an
Indian vegetarian lunch on top. Send a
postcard to your friends and relatives from
Europe's highest altitude Post office with its
own special postmark. Later we proceed to
Interlaken, Overnight at the hotel in
Switzerland. Continental Breakfast ( )
Lunch Voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 08: Visit to Mount Titlis and
Orientation Tour of Lucerne.
After a continental breakfast, we proceed to
Mt. Titlis, which at 10,000 ft is the highest
peak in Central Switzerland.At Mt. Titlis you
have free time to play and enjoy in the snow,
visit the Ice Cave or just relax at the
restaurant.
At the Terrace on top of the Mt. Titlis summit
station, weather permitting, you could take
a walk over 'Titlis Cliff Walk' which is the
highest suspension bridge in Europe - at a
stomach-turning 9,800 ft (3,000m) above
sea level. Later proceed to orientation tour
of Lucerne. Overnight at the hotel in
Switzerland. Continental Breakfast ( )
Indian Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 09: Onto Innsbruck. Visit Vaduz.
Visit Swarovski Crystel. Orientation
tour of Innsbruck
After Continental breakfast we will proceed
to the Principality of Liechtenstein and a
stop at Vaduz - the capital, famous for
postage stamps. Later onto Austria. En route
halt at the internationally renowned
Swarovski Crystal Worlds in Wattens, and
prepare to be dazzled at the 'Chambers of
Wonder'! In a wondrous blue hall
dominated by a Unicum- a wall of crystal,
you see the world's biggest crystal and it's
smallest! Over 7 million people from all
corners of the globe, have already been
thrilled by the Swarovski experience - now
you are one of them! Continue a scenic drive
to Innsbruck. Located on the Inn River,
Innsbruck is one of Europe's most beautiful
and lively cities. An international center for
winter sports, it has hosted the Winter
Olympics twice!Our Orientation tour
introduces you to its world famous sights.
View the Golden Roof or 'Goldenes Dachl',
an ornate Gothic balcony erected by the
Emperor Maximilian in the 15th century,
decorated with gold painted copper
shingles. Next walk to the Imperial Church
followed by the 'Hofburg' or Imperial Palace
for photo stop. This Capital of the Alps, has a
history of 800 years! Later check into the
hotel. Overnight in Innsbruck Area.
Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( ).
Imperial Palace

DAY 10: On to Venice Visit to Murano
Glass Showroom
After a continental breakfast, we check-out
and drive to Venice, the romantic Italian city,
known for its unique architecture. We arrive
in Venice, an archipelago of 118 islands, 170
canals & 400 bridges. We drive over
Mussolini's Bridge of Liberty, the very heart
of Venice. Here, see the historic Ducal Palace,
the infamous prison, the Bridge of Sighs, the
exquisite Clock Tower and the splendour of
St. Mark's Basilica. Soak in the unique
atmosphere of this charming city at St.
Mark's Square, the most photographed
Square in the world. We, then visit the
Murano Glass factory where a master
craftsman will demonstrate the art of
creating the famous Venetian blown glass.
Do not miss this opportunity to buy
souvenirs at discounted prices. Overnight at
the hotel in Padova. Continental Breakfast
( ) Indian Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).
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Innsbruck

DAY 11: Onto Tuscany. Visit the
Leaning Tower of Pisa. Walking tour
of Florence.
After a continental breakfast, Drive across
the Apennine Mountains, along the Brenta
River past Bologna, to Pisa, the hometown of
Galileo and a city, which makes the most of
its claim to fame - its Leaning Tower! It has
leaned almost since construction first
started, due to the swampy soil beneath it.
At a photo stop here, note its striking beauty
along with its characteristic tilt. It is
theDuomo's (Cathedral) Bell Tower.
Together with the Baptistery, these are all a
part of the Field of Miracles. Continue to
Florence, a shrine to the wonders of the
Renaissance, with more artistic treasures
per square meter than any other city in the
world! Included in your walking tour of
Florence is a visit to the remarkable Duomo
(when open for visitors), which is the fourth
largest cathedral in the world. It dominates
the city's skyline and still defines its scale no building in town is taller! Besides it is the
'Gate to Paradise' - the heavenly gilded
Leaning tower
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bronze doors of the Baptistery, originally a
pagan temple and the open-air gallery in
Signoria Square. Walk on the famous Ponte
Vecchio, the oldest surviving bridge in the
city. After an exciting tour, drive to the region
of Tuscany, where on arrival you will be
checked into your hotel. Overnight in
Arezzo.Continental Breakfast ( ) Lunch
( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 12: Onto Rome. Visit The Vatican
City.
After a continental breakfast, proceed to
Rome. 'Rome was not built in a day'- the
truth of this oft quoted adage hits you with
full force, as we pack in all the 'must see'
agenda into our guided panoramic highlight
city tour ! According to legend, Rome was
founded by Romulus and Remus in 753 BC.
Start your introduction to Rome with a
journey to The Vatican the smallest nation in
the world! It boasts a priceless art collection
and is probably per square foot the richest
country in the world! The most famous
square of The Vatican is St. Peter's Square
with St. Peter's Basilica, one of the largest
churches in the world. Gaze in awe at
Michelangelo's Pieta. Continue your tour
driving past the triumphal Arch of
Constantine, one of the most important
commemorative monuments of antiquity
and then drive through Piazza Venezia,
where the grandiose monument to the
reunification of Italy is often referred to as
the Marble wedding cake! Pass the Circus
Maximus - the Hippodrome - known for its
a n c i e n t c h a r i o t ra c e s , wh i c h wa s
reconstructed by Hollywood for the well-

known movie 'Ben Hur'! Pay tribute to the
brave Gladiators of Rome. At this
amphitheatre, the notorious and gory
gladiatorial games were held, where they
fought one another and wild animals while
the crowd roared! Pass the ruins of the
Roman Forum and end the tour at the
famous Trevi Fountain. Legend has it, that if
you make a wish and toss a coin over your
left shoulder into the fountain, you are sure
to return to Rome!
Vatican City

Note: Due to Rome city regulations, certain
roads may be off limits for long distance
coaches. This may result in the Rome
sightseeing being done partly by foot /
public transport. Overnight in Rome.
Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( ).

D AY 1 3 : R e t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories.
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday. Continental
Breakfast ( ).

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation
LONDON : 01Night
at Hotel Heston Hyde or Similar
 CRUISE : 01 Night
 BELGIUM : 01 Night
at Hotel Crowne Plaza or Similar
 PARIS : 02 Nights
at Hotel Campanile CDG or Similar
 SWITZERLAND : 03 Nights
at Hotel Central or similar
 AUSTRIA : 01 Night
at Hotel Olympia or similar
 PADOVA (ITALY ): 01 Night
at Hotel Tulip Inn Padova Or Similar
 AREZOO (ITALY) : 01 Night
at Park Hotel Arezzo Or Similar
 ROME (ITALY): 01 Night
at Hotel Idea Pomezia Or Similar


What your Tour price includes

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be 10
years. Hand- written passport are not valid for
travel. For the above package you must be in
possession of a Single entry UK and Schengen
Visa . The cost of these visas are included in your
package tour price. Customer has to visit VFS for
biometric on schedule appointment in person.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry U.K and Schengen Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
UK -4.30 (Mar - Oct) -5.30 (Nov-Feb)
France -3.30 (Mar-Oct) -4.30 (Nov-Feb)
Switzerland -3.30 (Mar-Oct) -4.30 (Nov-Feb)
 Italy-3.30 (Mar-Oct.) - 4.30 ( Nov-Feb)
 Austria - 3.30 (Mar-Oct) - 4.30 (Nov-Feb)
Weather

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes/Woollens/Jackets

Currency
UK

7.
8.

9.

: Pound Sterling (GBP)
EURO
Switzerland Swiss Francs
 Italy: EURO
 Austria: EURO

10.

Shopping

11.

France

Chocolates, Watches, Perfume etc.
12.
13.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges
Mandatory tips of EURO 3 per person per day for Coach
Drivers, and local Guides etc.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.
Europe city tax.

Majestic Europe

Important notes
1: The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable
with Local representative.
2: Subject to availability of flights passengers can
book their tour directly from their city by paying
an additional amount. Please check with
respective sales team at the time of booking.
3: *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4: In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5: For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6: Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty
cost will be applicable. Your sales officer will
advise the amount at the time of making the date
change.
7: Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8: Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9: International Check in time 15:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of
the country you are planning to visit.
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TOUR CODE

FGE09

10 DAYS
09 NIGHTS

Glimpse of EUROPE
France, Switzerland Austria and Italy

2

Paris
France

Switerland

Austria
Innsbruck
3
Lucerne
1
Intertaken
Venice
Padova 1
Italy
Florence
Pisa
Arrezzo

DAY 01: Arrive – Paris. Guided City
Tour of Paris Visit to Eiffel Tower
Level 2
Welcome to your Southern Travels Glimpse
of Europe tour. On arrival in Paris, your
Southern Travel Tour Manager who will
welcome you and take you to your Hotel.
(Check in after 1500 hrs.) Afternoon we
proceed for a guided panoramic city tour of
Paris. See Place de la Concorde, the majestic
Arc de Triomphe, the fashionable Champs
Elysees and the magnificent Opera House.
We, then proceed to visit the Eiffel Tower,
the symbol of Paris, where a bird's eye view
from the 2nd level will leave you breathless!!
Overnight at the hotel in Paris. Indian
Dinner ( ).

DAY 02: Day at Leisure Or Optional
Visit to Disneyland or Optional visit
to Louvre Museum. Evening Optional
the World Famous Paradis Latin
cabaret show with an Illumination
Tour of Paris.
Day free at your own or opt for full day
optional tour to Disneyland Get

charmed by Cinderella's castle. Take an
exciting roller coaster ride down the
Thunder Mountain. Visit Fantasyland and
meet Alice in Wonderland, Pinocchio, Peter
Pan and Snow White. Get thrilled by the
legends of Aladdin and Indiana Jones at
Adventure land. Ride a space shuttle to the
moon at Discovery land. Encounter Ghost
Ships, Steam trains and Western scenes in
the Wild West town of Frontier land. Or
Optional visit to Louvre Museum the worldrenowned Louvre Museum to see the
incomparable and the most prestigious
painting of Mona Lisa. This evening you can
opt for Optional Paradis Latin cabaret show
a 'Grand Evening in Paris' with Champagne
and great entertainment at the Paradis Latin
show. Experience the charm of striking
ballets, shimmering costumes and talented
dance troupes.After the show, we take you
on an Illumination tour of Paris. See the
famous landmarks of Paris - the city of lights,
magically lit up. A perfect end to this
beautiful evening. Overnight at the hotel in
Paris. Continental Breakfast ( ) Lunch
Voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

1

Rome
1

Jungfraujoch

DAY 03: Onto Switzerland .
After a continental breakfast, we check out
and journey towards Switzerland, a
fascinating country known for its
spectacular mountain scenery, sparkling
lakes and folklore traditions. Continental
Breakfast ( ) Packed Lunch ( ) Indian
Dinner ( ).

Lido Show
Cogwheel Train

Louvre Museum
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DAY 04: Day at Leisure. (Optional)
tour to the Jungfraujoch with
Interlaken and lunch.

DAY 06: Onto Innsbruck. Visit Vaduz.
Visit Swarovski Crystel. Orientation tour
of Innsbruck.

DAY 08: Onto Tuscany. Visit the
Leaning Tower of Pisa. Walking tour
of Florence.

Day is free to explore this exciting city on
your own. Or choose our optional Excursion
to the Jungfraujoch Our scenic drive to
Lauterbrunnen, from where we board a
train to Jungfraujoch the highest altitude
railway station in Europe at 11,333 ft. takes
us along lovely lakes and mountain passes.
On top of Jungfraujoch, experience the
magic of the mountains at the Sphinx
Terrace. See the breathtaking Jungfrau Peak
and the awesome Aletsch Glacier. Also, visit
the Ice Palace, where you see a beautiful
display of sculptures made of ice. Enjoy an
Indian vegetarian lunch on top. Send a
postcard to your friends and relatives from
Europe's highest altitude Post office with its
own special postmark. Later we proceed to
Interlaken, Overnight at the hotel in
Switzerland. Continental Breakfast ( )
Lunch Voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

After Continental breakfast we will proceed
to the Principality of Liechtenstein and a
stop at Vaduz - the capital, famous for
postage stamps. Later onto Austria. En route
halt at the internationally renowned
Swarovski Crystal Worlds in Wattens, and
prepare to be dazzled at the 'Chambers of
Wonder'! In a wondrous blue hall
dominated by a Unicum- a wall of crystal,
you see the world's biggest crystal and it's
smallest! Over 7 million people from all
corners of the globe, have already been
thrilled by the Swarovski experience - now
you are one of them! Continue a scenic drive
to Innsbruck. Located on the Inn River,
Innsbruck is one of Europe's most beautiful
and lively cities. An international centre for
winter sports, it has hosted the Winter
Olympics twice!Our Orientation tour
introduces you to its world famous sights.
View the Golden Roof or 'Goldenes Dachl',
an ornate Gothic balcony erected by the
Emperor Maximilian I in the 15th century,
decorated with gold painted copper
shingles. Next walk to the Imperial Church
followed by the 'Hofburg' or Imperial Palace
for photo stop. This Capital of the Alps, has a
history of 800 years! Later check into the
hotel. Overnight in Innsbruck Area.
Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( ).

After a continental breakfast, Drive across
the Apennine Mountains, along the Brenta
River past Bologna, to Pisa, the hometown of
Galileo and a city, which makes the most of
its claim to fame - its Leaning Tower! It has
leaned almost since construction first
started, due to the swampy soil beneath it.
At a photo stop here, note its striking beauty
along with its characteristic tilt. It is the
Duomo's (Cathedral) Bell Tower. Together
with the Baptistery, these are all a part of the
Field of Miracles. Continue to Florence, a
shrine to the wonders of the Renaissance,
with more artistic treasures per square
meter than any other city in the world!
Included in your walking tour of Florence
isa visit to the remarkable Duomo (when
open for visitors), which is the fourth largest
cathedral in the world. It dominates the
city's skyline and still defines its scale - no
building in town is taller! Besides it is the
'Gate to Paradise' - the heavenly gilded
bronze doors of the Baptistery, originally a
pagan temple and the open-air gallery in
Signoria Square. Walk on the famous Ponte
Vecchio, the oldest surviving bridge in the
city. After an exciting tour, drive to the region
of Tuscany, where on arrival you will be
checked into your hotel. Overnight in
Arezzo. Continental Breakfast (  )
Lunch( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

Interlaken

DAY 07: On to Venice Visit to Murano
Glass Showroom
DAY 05: Visit to Mount Titlis and
Orientation Tour of Lucerne.
After a continental breakfast, we proceed to
Mt. Titlis, which at 10,000 ft is the highest
peak in Central Switzerland. At Mt. Titlis you
have free time to play and enjoy in the snow,
visit the Ice Cave or just relax at the
restaurant. At the Terrace on top of the Mt.
Titlis summit station, weather permitting,
you could take a walk over 'Titlis Cliff Walk'
which is the highest suspension bridge in
Europe - at a stomach-turning 9,800 ft
(3,000m) above sea level. Later proceed to
orientation tour of Lucerne. Overnight at the
hotel in Switzerland. Continental Breakfast
( ) Indian Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

Mt. Titlis

Leaning Tower

After a continental breakfast, we check-out
and drive to Venice, the romantic Italian city,
known for its unique architecture. We arrive
in Venice, an archipelago of 118 islands, 170
canals & 400 bridges. We drive over
Mussolini's Bridge of Liberty, the very heart
of Venice. Here, see the historic Ducal Palace,
the infamous prison, the Bridge of Sighs, the
exquisite Clock Tower and the splendour of
St. Mark's Basilica. Soak in the unique
atmosphere of this charming city at St.
Mark's Square, the most photographed
Square in the world. We, then visit the
Murano Glass factory where a master
craftsman will demonstrate the art of
creating the famous Venetian blown glass.
Do not miss this opportunity to buy
souvenirs at discounted prices. Overnight at
the hotel in Padova. Continental Breakfast
( ) Indian Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).
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Bridge of Sighs

DAY 09: Onto Rome. Visit The Vatican City.
After a continental breakfast, proceed to Rome. 'Rome was not built in a day'- the truth of this oft quoted adage hits you with full force, as we pack
in all the 'must see' agenda into our guided panoramic highlight city tour ! According to legend, Rome was founded by Romulus and Remus in 753
BC. Start your introduction to Rome with a journey to The Vatican the smallest nation in the world! It boasts a priceless art collection and is
probably per square foot the richest country in the world! The most famous square of The Vatican is St. Peter's Square with St. Peter's Basilica, one
of the largest churches in the world. Gaze in awe at Michelangelo's Pieta. Continue your tour driving past the triumphal Arch of Constantine, one
of the most important commemorative monuments of antiquity and then drive through Piazza Venezia, where the grandiose monument to the
reunification of Italy is often referred to as the Marble wedding cake! Pass the Circus Maximus - the Hippodrome - known for its ancient chariot
races, which was reconstructed by Hollywood for the well-known movie 'Ben Hur'! Pay tribute to the brave Gladiators of Rome. At this
amphitheatre, the notorious and gory gladiatorial games were held, where they fought one another and wild animals while the crowd roared!
Pass the ruins of the Roman Forum and end the tour at the famous Trevi Fountain. Legend has it, that if you make a wish and toss a coin over your
left shoulder into the fountain, you are sure to return to Rome!

Vatican City

Note: Due to Rome city regulations, certain
roads may be off limits for long distance
coaches. This may result in the Rome
sightseeing being done partly by foot /
public transport. Overnight in Rome.
Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( ).
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D AY 1 0 : R e t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories.
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday. Continental
Breakfast ( ).

Eiffel Tower

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand written passport are not
valid for Travel. For this package you must
be in possession of a Single Entry Schengen
Visa .The cost of the Visas is included in your
package tour price.Customer has to visit VFS
for biometric on schedule appointment in
person.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
France -3.30 (Mar-Oct) -4.30 (Nov-Feb)
Switzerland -3.30 (Mar-Oct) -4.30 (Nov-Feb)
 Italy-3.30 (Mar-Oct.) - 4.30 ( Nov-Feb)
 Austria - 3.30 (Mar-Oct) - 4.30 (Nov-Feb)
Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes/Woollens/Jackets

Currency
France:

EURO
Switzerland: Swiss Francs
 Italy: EURO
 Austria: EURO

Shopping
Chocolates, Watches, Perfume etc.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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What your Tour price includes
1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with
Taxes.
2. Single Entry Schengen Visa Charges.
3. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price
grid.
4. Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
5. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for
the duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69
years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local
variation, entrance fees, sightseeing and surface
transportation as mentioned in the itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary
by AC Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and
Passport Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

Enjoy Delicious South
Indian Lunch and Dinner
at the best of local Indian
restaurants.

What your Tour price does not include
1. Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable
extra
2. Passport Charges.
3. Mandatory tips of EURO 3 per person per day for
Coach Drivers, and local Guides etc.
4. Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
5. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by
the airlines on your ticket.
6. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase
in the cost of the tour, which may come into effect
prior to departure. However the rate on the given day
of the full payment will apply.
7. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
8. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline
owing to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions,
Conventions, Special Events etc.
9. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and
seaports, tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral
water (other than offered complimentary),
telephone charges and all items of personal nature
and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
10. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
11. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to
submit an ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a
form to be filled by an MD Doctor (Which is not more
than 30 Days old).
12. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of
India under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

Accommodation


PARIS : 02 NIGHTS
at Hotel Campanile CDG or Similar



SWITZERLAND: 03 NIGHTS
at Hotel Central or similar



AUSTRIA : 01 NIGHT
at Hotel Olympia or similar



PADOVA (ITALY ): 01 NIGHT
at Hotel Tulip Inn Padova Or Similar



AREZOO (ITALY): 01 NIGHT
at Park Hotel Arezzo Or Similar



ROME (ITALY): 01 NIGHT
at Hotel Idea Pomezia Or Similar

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.
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TOUR CODE

FBSP6

07 DAYS
06 NIGHTS

Best of SWISS with PARIS
France and Switzerland

2
Paris

France

Switerland

DAY 01: Arrive – Paris. Guided City
Tour of Paris Visit to Eiffel Tower
Level 2
Welcome to your Southern Travels best of
Swiss with Paris tour. On arrival in Paris,
your Southern Travel Tour Manager who
will welcome you and take you to your Hotel.
(Check in after 1500 hrs.) Afternoon we
proceed for a guided panoramic city tour of
Paris. See Place de la Concorde, the majestic
Arc de Triomphe, the fashionable Champs
Elysees and the magnificent Opera House.
We, then proceed to visit the Eiffel Tower,
the symbol of Paris, where a bird's eye view
from the 2nd level will leave you breathless!!
Overnight at the hotel in Paris. Indian
Dinner ( ).
Eiffel Tower

DAY 02: Day at Leisure Or Optional
Visit to Disneyland or Optional visit
to Louvre Museum. Evening Optional
the World Famous Paradis Latin
cabaret show with an Illumination
Tour of Paris.
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Day free at your own or opt for full day
o p t i o n a l to u r to D i s n eyl a n d . G e t
charmedby Cinderella's castle. Take an
exciting roller coaster ride down the
Thunder Mountain. Visit Fantasyland and
meet Alice in Wonderland, Pinocchio, Peter
Pan and Snow White. Get thrilled by the
legends of Aladdin and Indiana Jones at
Adventure land. Ride a space shuttle to the
moon at Discovery land. Encounter Ghost
Ships, Steam trains and Western scenes in
the Wild West town of Frontier land. Or
Optional visit to Louvre Museum the worldrenowned Louvre Museum to see the
incomparable and the most prestigious
painting of Mona Lisa. This evening you can
opt for and Optional Paradis Latin cabaret
show a 'Grand Evening in Paris' with
Champagne and great entertainment at the
Paradis Latin show. Experience the charm of
striking ballets, shimmering costumes and
talented dance troupes.After the show, we
take you on an Illumination tour of Paris. See
the famous landmarks of Paris - the city of
lights, magically lit up. A perfect end to this
beautiful evening. Overnight at the hotel in
Paris. Continental Breakfast ( ) Lunch
Vo u c h e r (  ) I n d i a n D i n n e r (  ) .

Disneyland

4
Lucerne
Intertaken

Latin Cabaret Show

DAY 03: Onto Switzerland .
After a continental breakfast, we check out
and journey towards Switzerland, a
fascinating country known for its
spectacular mountain scenery, sparkling
lakes and folklore traditions. Continental
Breakfast ( ) Packed Lunch ( ) Indian
Dinner ( ).
Scenic Switzerland

DAY 04: Day at Leisure. (Optional)
tour to the Jungfraujoch with
Interlaken and lunch.
Day is free to explore this exciting city on
your own. Or choose our optional Excursion
to the Jungfraujoch Our scenic drive to
Lauterbrunnen, from where we board a
train to Jungfraujoch the highest altitude
railway station in Europe at 11,333 ft. takes
us along lovely lakes and mountain passes.
On top of Jungfraujoch, experience the
magic of the mountains at the Sphinx
Terrace. See the breathtaking Jungfrau Peak
and the awesome Aletsch Glacier. Also, visit
the Ice Palace, where you see a beautiful
display of sculptures made of ice. Enjoy an
Indian vegetarian lunch on top. Send a
postcard to your friends and relatives from
Europe's highest altitude Post office with its
own special postmark. Later we proceed to
Interlaken, Overnight at the hotel in
Switzerland. Continental Breakfast ( )
Lunch Voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

D AY 0 7 : R e t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday. Continental
Breakfast ( )

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand written passport are not
valid for Travel. For this package you must
be in possession of a Single Entry Schengen
Visa .The cost of the Visas is included in your
package tour price.Customer has to visit VFS
for biometric on schedule appointment in
person.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Interlaken

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
France -3.30 (Mar-Oct) -4.30 (Nov-Feb)
Switzerland -3.30 (Mar-Oct) -4.30 (Nov-Feb)

Enjoy Delicious South
Indian Lunch and Dinner
at the best of local Indian
restaurants.
Accommodation


PARIS : 02 NIGHTS
at Hotel Campanile CDG or Similar



SWITZERLAND: 04 NIGHTS
at Hotel Central or similar

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes

Important notes

Light cotton clothes/Woollens/Jackets

Currency
France:

EURO
Switzerland: Swiss Francs

Shopping
Chocolates, Watches, Perfume etc.

DAY 05: Visit to Mount Titlis and
Orientation Tour of Lucerne.
After a continental breakfast, we proceed to
Mt. Titlis, which at 10,000 ft is the highest
peak in Central Switzerland. At Mt. Titlis you
have free time to play and enjoy in the snow,
visit the Ice Cave or just relax at the
restaurant. At the Terrace on top of the Mt.
Titlis summit station, weather permitting,
you could take a walk over 'Titlis Cliff Walk'
which is the highest suspension bridge in
Europe - at a stomach-turning 9,800 ft
(3,000m) above sea level. Later proceed to
orientation tour of Lucerne. Overnight at the
hotel in Switzerland. Continental Breakfast
( ) Indian Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).
Lucerne

DAY 06: Day at Leisure.
Continental Breakfast ( ) Lunch Voucher
( ) Dinner Voucher ( ).

What your Tour price includes
1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
2. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
3. Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
4. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
5. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local variation,
entrance fees, sightseeing and surface transportation as
mentioned in the itinerary.
6. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
7. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Mandatory tips of EURO 3 per person per day for Coach
Drivers, and local Guides etc.
5. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
6. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to
departure. However the rate on the given day of the full
payment will apply.
7. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
8. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing
to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions,
Special Events etc.
9. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports,
tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than
offered complimentary), telephone charges and all items
of personal nature and also food drinks not forming part
of the group menus.
10. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
11. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled
by an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
12. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
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do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FUS13

Best of AMERICA

14 DAYS
13 NIGHTS

(New York, Niagara, Washington DC, San Francisco,
Fresno, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and Orlando)

CO

N FRANCIS
1 SA

DAY 01: Arrive New York. An
Illumination Tour of New York.
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
America Tour. On arrival in New York, you
will be met by your Southern Travels Tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your hotel in (Check in after 1500 hrs.
as per International Standards). This
evening, catch glimpses of the 'Big Apple' on
an Illumination Tour, driving past
spectacularly lit landmarks of New York - it's
magnificent!! Spend some free time at
Times Square. Overnight in New York.
Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 02: New York. Orientation tour
of New York. Visit to the Statue of
Liberty and One World Observatory.
Start your day with a guided visit to the
Statue of Liberty, at Liberty Island. Later,
enjoy a guided orientation tour of the 'city
that never sleeps' driving past some of the
New York's iconic landmarks like Wall
Street, the New York Stock Exchange, World
Trade Centre site (Ground Zero), Brooklyn
and Manhattan Bridges, Little Italy, Fifth
Avenue, Broadway and Madison Square
Garden to Times Square,
located at the intersection of Broadway and
42nd Street, popularly known as the
'Crossroads of the World' and the heart of
the entertainment district. Stop for
photographs at the United Nations
Headquarters. Visit the One World
38

Observatory at One World Trade Centre,
currently the tallest skyscraper in
theWestern Hemisphere. Enjoy spectacular
views & breathtaking vistas that stretch for
miles in every direction. Breakfast
( ) Lunch voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 03: On to Niagara. Visit
Hershey's Chocolate World. Night
View of the spectacularly lit Niagara
Falls.
Today, visit Hershey's Chocolate World for a
Chocolate Tour. The tour begins in a tropical
rainforest, where cocoa beans grow and are
harvested. Then, follow their journey across
the ocean to America and their delivery to
Hershey, Pennsylvania. The cocoa beans
continue through a simulated HERSHEY'S
chocolate factory, where you'll see, feel,
smell and hear the delicious transformation
from bean to milk chocolate. Depart for
Niagara Falls, one of the most visited natural
wonders of the world. A panoramic night
view of the spectacularly lit Niagara Falls
awaits you. Breakfast ( ) Lunch voucher
( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

1 FRESNO
2 LAS
VEGAS
2

LOS
ANGE
L

ES

NIAG
A
FALLS RA

1

2 NEW

YORK

1

WASH
D.C. INGTON

3 ORLA
N

DO

DAY 04: Maid of the Mist. On to
Washington.
This morning, discover the beauty of the
legendary whirlpool and rapids as you
cruise past the base of the falls on the Maid
of the Mist. (Due to weather conditions, the
Maid of the Mist operates from the last week
of May. The View Mobile Tram ride will be
provided instead to all tours arriving
Niagara Falls prior to the last week of May).
Drive to the Washington. Overnight in
Washington. Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch
( ) Indian Dinner ( ).
Maid of the Mist

DAY 05: Visit the National Air and
Space Museum at the Smithsonian
I n s t i t u t i o n a n d Wa s h i n g t o n
Orientation tour and proceed to San
Francisco.

National Air and Space Museum

Washington D.C. - The capital of the U.S.A.
Visit the National Air and Space Museum at
the Smithsonian Institution, the world's
largest museum complex. Later, proceed on
a guided orientation tour. Your first stop will
be Capitol Hill (photo stop). Then drive on,
through Pennsylvania Avenue, to Lafayette
Park for a view of the White House (photo
stop). Make stops at the Washington
Monument, the World War II Memorial - a
monument to the spirit, sacrifice, and
commitment of the American people, the
Lincoln Memorial and the Jefferson
Memorial. Transfer to airport for boarding
flight to San Francisco. Overnight in San
Francisco. Breakfast ( ) Lunch ( ) Indian
Dinner ( ).

DAY 06: Orientation tour of San
Francisco. Onto Fresno.
Today, after breakfast proceed to
orientation tour of San Francisco, the city
that will take you to new highs, leaving your
minds spinning. Continue to tour with a
walk on Lombard Street, the crookedest
street in U.S.A. Then drive past the Civic
Centre. Stop for a photograph at the Twin
Peaks from where you can view the Golden
Gate Bridge, painted an 'International
Orange'. This is the world's most famous
bridge spanning the Golden Gate Strait. Visit
San Francisco's most popular destination,
Fisherman's Wharf through Ghirardelli
Square known for its historic waterfront
and considered the city's most popular
tourist destination with delicious seafood,
spectacular sights and unique shopping.
Later, proceed to Fresno. Overnight in
Fresno. Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()

DAY 08: Day at Leisure. Optional Tour of Grand Canyon
The day is at leisure to explore this exciting city on your own. Or we recommend that you treat
yourself and your family to optional tour of the Grand Canyon with Lunch. Grand Canyon is a
natural wonder of the world- Wherein you have the OPTION of taking a breathtaking flight or
travel by coach in to the heart of the Grand Canyon, admiring the dramatic visit as you travel
the mighty Hoover Dam. Enjoy the magnificent scenery of the canyon. Breakfast ( ) Lunch
Voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

Disneyland

DAY 07: Fresno Orientation tour. on
to Las Vegas
After breakfast proceed to orientation tour
of Fresno. Fresno the business, financial,
cultural and entertainment capital of the
San Joaquin Valley. Later proceed to Las
Vegas, the 'Gambler's Paradise'. proceed on
a guided illumination tour and Fremont
Street Light with musical fountain show. A
night of entertainment in Las Vegas is a
lifetime experience Overnight in Las Vegas.
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 09: Onto Los Angeles- orientation tour
After breakfast drive to Los Angeles. Later proceed on a guided orientation tour of Los Angeles,
driving past Beverly Hills, the famous Sunset Boulevard, Mann's Chinese Theatre, Rodeo Drive
and the well-known 'HOLLYWOOD' sign. Overnight in Los Angeles. Breakfast () Indian Lunch
() Indian Dinner ()

DAY 10: In Los Angeles. Visit to universal Studio
Today, after breakfast visit Universal Studios. Go behind the scenes, beyond the screen and
jump right into the action of your favorite movies. Become the star of some of the greatest
movies and television shows ever made. Breakfast () Lunch Voucher () Indian Dinner ()
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World Trade Centre

Grand Canyon

DAY 11: On to Orlando

DAY 13: In Orlando - Visit to Epcot

Departure to Orlando Overnight in Orlando.
Breakfast ( ) Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

A full day of fun awaits you as you travel to
the future and explore cultures from around
the world, in one visit at Epcot. Incredible In
'Future World' there is fantastic adventure
and exploration with trips around the
human body, journeys into space, voyages
under the sea and quantum leaps back in
time. Take a walk around 'World Showcase'.
Eat, drink and dance along with the
experiences of eleven nations showcased.
The centuries of communication as it has
evolved is recorded in 'Spaceship Earth'.
End your day with 'Illuminations:
Reflections of Earth', an extravaganza of
lights, lasers, fireworks and music.
Overnight in Orlando. Breakfast ( ) Lunch
Voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 12: In Orlando visit to Magic
Kingdom
'Magic Your Way' today, at the most magical
place on earth - Walt Disney's Magic
Kingdom - a national shrine to which
visitors flock by the millions. Encounter
Mickey, Minnie and other Disney characters
that come alive in this incredible fantasy
world. Let your imagination take flight and
your spirit soar! This eventful day ends with
'SpectroMagic', where your dreams come
true as your favorite Disney characters go by
in dazzling, illuminated costumes, followed
by the night time spectacular fireworks,
'Wishes'. Overnight in Orlando. Breakfast
( ) Lunch Voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

San Francisco
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DAY 14: Return Home with
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday. Breakfast ( ).
Fresno

Destination America
Think America. Think Destination America.

What your Tour price includes

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on tour
else an FIT supplement may be applicable with Local
representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years of
age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults and
without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a 3rd
person in a triple room, most hotels use roll away
beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size will be
the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12 Years)
rooming together, the 1st Child will have to pay “Child
with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will pay “Child
without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 15:00 and check out time
12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
USA Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.
Cost of internal ticket within USA as per itinerary with one
piece 20 kg check- in baggage per person only.

6.

7.
8.
9.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Mandatory tips of USD 3 per person per day for Coach Drivers,
and local Guides etc.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned otherwise.
Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
Cost of USD 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.
USA city tax.

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation
NEW YORK : 02 Nights

at Hotel Empire Meadowlands or Similar
NIAGARA : 01 Night

at Hotel Aloft Dulles or Similar
WASHINGTON D.C. : 01 Night

at Hotel Double tree by Hilton or Similar
SAN FRANCISCO:

01 Night
at Hotel Crowne Plaza or Similar



FRESNO: 01 Night
at Hotel Holiday Inn Express or Similar

LAS VEGAS : 02 Nights

at Hotel Excalibur or Similar
San Francisco


LOS ANGELES : 02 Nights
at Hotel Radisson Whittier or Similar


ORLANDO : 03 Nights

at Hotel International Palms or Similar

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for USA. The cost of the visa is included in
your package tour price. Customer has to
visit consulate and VFS for personal
interview which is mandatory.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
-9.30 ( New York, Niagara, Washington, Orlando)
-12.30 ( Las Vegas, Los Angeles, San Francisco)
Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our website or
information page of the brochure.

Clothes - as per weather
Light cotton clothes, Jackets and Woollens

Currency
$ United States Dollars



Shopping
Perfume, Accessories, Local Products,
Souvenirs etc.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FBC10

Best of COAST TO COAST AMERICA
(NEW YORK, NIAGARA, WASHINGTON DC, SAN FRANCISCO,
FRESNO, LAS VEGAS and LOS ANGELES)

SCO

N FRANCI
1 SA
1 FRESNO
2 LAS
VEGAS
2

LOS
ANGE
L

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
America Tour. On arrival in New York, you
will be met by your Southern Travels Tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your hotel in (Check in after 1500 hrs.
as per International Standards). This
evening, catch glimpses of the 'Big Apple' on
an Illumination Tour, driving past
spectacularly lit landmarks of New York - it's
magnificent!! Spend some free time at
Times Square.Overnight in New York. Indian
Dinner ( ).

DAY 02: New York. Orientation tour
of New York. Visit to the Statue of
Liberty and One World Observatory.
Start your day with a guided visit to the
Statue of Liberty, at Liberty Island. Later,
enjoy a guided orientation tour of the 'city
that never sleeps' driving past some of the
New York's iconic landmarks like Wall
Street, the New York Stock Exchange, World
Trade Centre site (Ground Zero), Brooklyn
and Manhattan Bridges, Little Italy, Fifth
Avenue, Broadway and Madison Square
Garden to Times Square, located at the
intersection of Broadway and 42nd Street,
popularly known as the 'Crossroads of the
World' and the heart of the entertainment
district. Stop for photographs at the United
Nations Headquarters. Visit the One World
Observatory at One World Trade Centre,
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DAY 01: Arrive New York. An
Illumination Tour of New York.

11 DAYS
10 NIGHTS

WASHIN
GTON
D.C.

currently the tallest skyscraper in the
Western Hemisphere. Enjoy spectacular
views & breathtaking vistas that stretch for
miles in every direction. Breakfast ( )
Lunch voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

Day 03: On to Niagara. Visit
Hershey's Chocolate World. Night
View of the spectacularly lit Niagara
Falls.
Today, visit Hershey's Chocolate World for a
Chocolate Tour. The tour begins in a tropical
rainforest, where cocoa beans grow and are
harvested. Then, follow their journey across
the ocean to America and their delivery to
Hershey, Pennsylvania. The cocoa beans
continue through a simulated HERSHEY'S
chocolate factory, where you'll see, feel,
smell and hear the delicious transformation
from bean to milk chocolate. Depart for
Niagara Falls, one of the most visited natural
wonders of the world. A panoramic night
view of the spectacularly lit Niagara Falls
awaits you. Breakfast ( ) Lunch voucher
( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 04: Maid of the Mist. On to
Washington
This morning, discover the beauty of the
legendary whirlpool and rapids as you
cruise past the base of the falls on the Maid
of the Mist. (Due to weather conditions, the
Indian Lunch ( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

Maid of the Mist operates from the last week
of May. The View Mobile Tram ride will be
provided instead to all tours arriving
Niagara Falls prior to the last week of May).
Drive to the Washington. Overnight in
Washington. Breakfast ( )

DAY 05: Visit the National Air and
Space Museum at the Smithsonian
I n s t i t u t i o n a n d Wa s h i n g t o n
Orientation tour and proceed to San
Francisco.
Washington D.C. - the capital of the
U.S.A.Visit the National Air and Space
Museum at the Smithsonian Institution, the
world's largest museum complex. Later,
proceed on a guided orientation tour. Your
first stop will be Capitol Hill (photo stop).
Then drive on, through Pennsylvania
Avenue, to Lafayette Park for a view of the
White House (photo stop). Make stops at the
Washington Monument, the World War II
Memorial - a monument to the spirit,
sacrifice, and commitment of the American
people, the Lincoln Memorial and the
Jefferson Memorial. Transfer to airport for
boarding flight to San Francisco. Overnight
in San Francisco. Breakfast ( ) Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 06: Orientation tour of San
Francisco. Onto Fresno.
Today, after breakfast proceed to
orientation tour of San Francisco, the city
that will take you to new highs, leaving your
minds spinning. Continue to tour with a
walk on Lombard Street, the crookedest
street in U.S.A. Then drive past the Civic
Centre. Stop for a photograph at the Twin
Peaks from where you can view the Golden
Gate Bridge, painted an 'International
Orange'.
This is the world's most famous bridge
spanning the Golden Gate Strait. Visit San
Francisco's most popular destination,
Fisherman's Wharf through Ghirardelli
Square known for its historic waterfront
and considered the city's most popular
tourist destination with delicious seafood,
spectacular sights and unique shopping.
Later, proceed to Fresno. Overnight in
Fresno. Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( )
DAY 07: Fresno Orientation tour. on to

Las Vegas

favorite movies. Become the star of some of
the greatest movies and television shows
ever made. Breakfast ( ) Lunch Voucher
( ) Indian Dinner ( ).

D AY 1 1 : R e t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday. Breakfast ( ).

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for USA. The cost of the visa is included in
your package tour price. Customer has to
visit consulate and VFS for personal
interview which is mandatory.

The day is at leisure to explore this exciting
city on your own. Or we recommend that
you treat yourself and your family to
optional tour of the Grand Canyon with
Lunch. Grand Canyon is a natural wonder of
the world- Wherein you have the OPTION of
taking a breathtaking flight or travel by
coach in to the heart of the Grand Canyon,
admiring the dramatic visit as you travel the
mighty Hoover Dam. Enjoy the magnificent
scenery of the canyon. Breakfast ( ) Lunch
Voucher ( ) Indian Dinner ( )
D AY 0 9 : O n t o L o s A n g e l e s -

orientation tour
After breakfast drive to Los Angeles. Later
proceed on a guided orientation tour of Los
Angeles, driving past Beverly Hills, the
famous Sunset Boulevard, Mann's Chinese
Theatre, Rodeo Drive and the well-known
'HOLLYWOOD' sign. Overnight in Los
Angeles. Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( ).

DAY 10: In Los Angeles. Day at
Leisure or optional tour to universal
Studio
Day free or opt for optional tour to Universal
Studios. Go behind the scenes, beyond the
screen and jump right into the action of your

Accommodation
NEW YORK : 02 Nights

at Hotel Empire Meadowlands or Similar
NIAGARA : 01 Night

at Hotel Aloft Dulles or Similar

Additional info
12
3

9
6

After breakfast proceed to orientation tour
of Fresno. Fresno the business, financial,
cultural and entertainment capital of the
San Joaquin Valley. Later proceed to Las
Vegas, the 'Gambler's Paradise'. proceed on
a guided illumination tour and Fremont
Street Light with musical fountain show. A
night of entertainment in Las Vegas is a
lifetime experience Overnight in Las
Vegas.Breakfast ( ) Indian Lunch ( )
Indian Dinner ( )
DAY 08: Day at Leisure. Optional Tour
of Grand Canyon

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
-9.30 ( New York, Niagara, Washington)
-12.30 ( Las Vegas, Los Angeles, San Francisco)
Weather

WASHINGTON D.C. : 01 Night

at Hotel Double tree by Hilton or Similar
SAN FRANCISCO:

01 Night
at Hotel Crowne Plaza or Similar

For Weather updates please refer to our website or
information page of the brochure.

Clothes - as per weather



Light cotton clothes, Jackets and Woollens

Currency
$ United States Dollars

 LOS ANGELES : 02 Nights



at Hotel Radisson Whittier or Similar

Shopping
Perfume, Accessories, Local Products,
Souvenirs etc.

FRESNO: 01 Night
at Hotel Holiday Inn Express or Similar



LAS VEGAS : 02 Nights
at Hotel Excalibur or Similar



What your Tour price includes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
USA Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.
Cost of internal ticket within USA as per itinerary with one
piece 20 kg check- in baggage per person only.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Mandatory tips of USD 3 per person per day for Coach Drivers,
and local Guides etc.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
Cost of USD 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.
USA city tax.

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.
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TOUR CODE

FAN14

Best of AUSTRALIA
with NEW ZEALAND

15 DAYS
14 NIGHTS

Caim

s

3

Austr

alia

Gold
Coast
3

DAY01: Arrive Brisbane on to Gold
Coast.

DAY 03: Gold Coast. Full day at Sea
World.

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Australia and New Zealand tour. On arrival
at Brisbane Airport, you will be met by your
Southern Travel Tour Manager who will
welcome you and transfer you to your hotel
in Gold Coast (Check in after 1400 hrs as per
International Standards). The rest of the
evening at leisure to explore this beautiful
and exciting city on your own. Overnight in
Gold coast. Indian Dinner ()

Enjoy a visit to Sea World, one of the Gold
Coast prime attractions offering something
for everyone with a mixture of rides, shows
and animal exhibits. For the thrill seeker
there are a variety of rides available
including the Corkscrew rollercoaster, the
Bermuda Triangle, Vikings Revenge, Jet
rescue coaster and the Sea World Water
park with a range of water slides. You can
also enjoy close up encounters with marine
animals such as polar bears, dolphins, seals,
rays and even sharks. The Shark Bay exhibit,
the world's largest man-made lagoon
system for sharks, is a highlight and offers
visitors u n su rp a ssed view in g a n d
interaction with these awe inspiring
animals. The theme park also offers its
guests a number of spectacular shows such
as the Dolphin show, "Pirates unleashed"
featuring impressive acts of physical
endurance, acrobatics, precision cutlass
play and the famous seal show. Continental
Breakfast () Lunch Voucher () Indian
Dinner ().

DAY 02: Gold Coast. Full day at Movie
World.
This morning, you will spend your day at
Movie World - where movie magic happens
every day. There's no biz like show biz today
tour of Movie World is high on glamour and
stardust Stunts like the Hollywood Stunt
Driver Show, not to be missed New Journey
to the Center of the Earth 4-D Adventure, the
hilarious new Live Looney Tunes show What's up Rock keep you glued to the edge
of your seat Nail biting rides like Batwing
Space shot, Superman Escape, Lethal
Weapon, the spine-tingling Scooby-Doo
Spooky Coaster and Wild West Falls will
have you longing for the safety of Planet
Earth Round it off with the Main Street Star
Parade and it's a Happy Ending movie style.
Continental Breakfast () Lunch voucher
() Indian Dinner ().
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DAY 04: Brisbane-Cairns. Full day
Kuranda Rainforest Experience
Tour.
Today, you will be transferred to Brisbane
airport for your flight to Cairns. On arrival in
Cairns, proceed to visit and experience the
wildlife, the wilderness and the wonders of
Kuranda on a Full Day Kuranda Experience
Tour. Have a life time experience with a visit
to Kuranda, surrounded by World
HeritageRainforest. Glide silently over a
canopy of thousands of years old plants,
aboard the Sky rail Rainforest Cableway,
with stops at Red Peak and Barron Falls
stations. Scout around the quaint Kuranda
markets and find one of a kind gifts and
handicrafts to take back home. Explore the
art galleries and restaurants which have
made Kuranda a draw for tourists and
foodies alike. Later, climb aboard the
historic Karunda Scenic
Railway and meander through 15 tunnels
and over 40 bridges, back to Cairns,
intermittently spotting the Coral Sea.
Continental Breakfast () Packed lunch
Indian Dinner ().

DAY 05: Cairns Enjoy the Great
Barrier Reef Cruise
This morning, proceed for the ultimate
Great Barrier Reef experience - The Great
Barrier Reef Cruise. Prepare yourself for a
close encounter with one of the Seven
Wonders of the Natural World and a World
Heritage site. The sheer magnitude and
beauty of the Great Barrier Reef, the clarity
of its waters and the quality of the coral
formations and aquatic life, is the stuff
lifelong memories are made of. Travel in
luxury onboard a modern air conditioned
catamaran, to a stable activity platform on
the outer edge of the Great Barrier Reef.
Experience guided coral viewing from a
semi-submersible craft and glass bottom
boat. Continental Breakfast () lunch ()
Indian Dinner ().

DAY 06: Cairns
Day at leisure to explore your own.
Continental Breakfast () Lunch Voucher
() Indian Dinner ().

DAY 07: Cairns Cairns-Sydney.
Showboat Dinner cruise.
After breakfast, check out and transfer to
the airport for your flight to Sydney. Arrive
Sydney and check in to the hotel (check in
after 1400 hrs). This evening get set for a
lifetime experience on a board the
spectacular Showboat dinner cruise. Be
captivated by the breathtaking scenery as
you sail through the shimmering Sydney
Harbour with its mesmerizing panorama of
bright city lights, Opera House and the
famous Harbour Bridge. A three – course
Indian dinner, a dazzling sensational theatre
cabaret featuring professional Australian
showgirls in their glamorous costumes are
all of a part of the evening; Join in the
choruses with the immensely talented and
charming songstress. Overnight in Sydney.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
On board Dinner().

DAY 08: Sydney City tour

DAY 10: Sydney - Queenstown

Today morning proceed for a panoramic city
Tour. The city tour includes highlights like
the Darling Harbour, one of the world's
greatest water front destinations.
Experience a slice of the city's history at the
Rocks area, the busy CBD area, Hyde Park,
Kings Cross, the Harbour Bridge, Mrs.
Macquarries Chair, Visit the Sydney Tower
including the 1000 feet giant minarettopped spike for a glorious view of the
magnificent Sydney cityscape. A visit to
Sydney Aquarium & Sydney Wildlife Park to
experience the diversity of Australia's rich
aquatic life in Sydney's unique Aquarium
with numerous exhibits like the Murray Cod,
Seal Sanctuary, Saltwater Crocodile and
many more. No photograph can compete
with the visual impact of the Sydney Opera
House (outside view), It is an remarkable
iconic monument. This is one of the most
visited attractions in Australia and one of
the busiest entertainment venues in the
world The evening is free to relax on your
own. Overnight in Sydney. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ().

After breakfast, transfer to airport for flight
to Queenstown-the Adventure capital of
New Zealand.

DAY 09: Sydney Enjoy Full Day tour
of Blue Mountains with Featherdale
Wildlife Park.
Enjoy a full day tour of Blue Mountains with
Featherdale Wildlife Park. Stretching for
over one million hectares, the Blue
Mountains is an inspiring mix of canyons,
tall forests and heathlands, truly one of
Australia's natural wonders. Later visit
Featherdale Wildlife Park - Get up close and
personal with all native animals, pat and
cuddle Koalas, Feed and pat kangaroos and
emits also Wombats, Tassie Devils and many
more. And also enjoy Sydney Harbour
Cruise ride. Continental Breakfast ()
Packed Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

Proceed for a panoramic city tour of
Queenstown, visit Lake Hayes, renowned
for its scenic beauty, AJ Hackett Bungy
Bridge, historic Arrowtown and Edith
Cawell Bridge. Enjoy a Gondola Ride to Bobs
peak for stunning views of Queenstown and
surrounding mountain peaks and lakes. You
can select optional activities like Bungy
Jumping, Parasailing, Shotover Jet ride,
ziplining, Canyoning, skydiving or
Helicopter Ride (cost extra) for thrilling
adventure and fun ! Overnight in
Queenstown. Continental Breakfast ()
Packed Lunch () Indian Dinner().

DAY 11 : Queenstown
The day at leisure or opt to enjoy scenic New
Zealand at its best with half day Milford
Sound Cruise. Snow-clad mountain peaks,
clear blue waters bring serenity. Surely, one
of the most beautiful places on earth Milford Sound! As you sail, see towering
cliffs and peaks - including the much
photographed and iconic Mitre Peak that
rises more than a kilometre straight out of
the sea. Keep a look out for seals or dolphins
Overnight in Queenstown. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner()

Queenstown

Show Boat Dinner Cruise

DAY 12 : Onto Christchurch
Proceed towards Christchurch over
Canterbury Region like the Lindis Pass,
Mackenzie country scenery, Mt. Cook
lookout point, Lake Pukaki, Lake Tekapo
and Church of Good Shepherd. En route
photo stops to capture spectacular scenery.
On arrival at Christchurch, enjoy the
panoramic city tour of botanical gardens,
Museum and Art Centre, Avon River, Bridge
Of Remembrance, Pop Up Container mall.
After dinner return to your hotel. Overnight
in Christchurch. Continental Breakfast ()
Packed Lunch () Indian Dinner ().
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Christchurch

DAY 15: Departure Auckland. Return
Home with Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. Continental
Breakfast () It's time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for Australia and New Zealand. The cost of
these visas are included in your package
tour price.

DAY 13 : Christchurch - Rotorua

Additional info
12
9

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
+5.30 Australia
+7.30 New Zealand
Weather
For Weather updates please refer to
our website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Beach wear and Light woollens.

DAY 14: Rotorua - Auckland
Drive towards Auckland. En route visit world renowned Waitomo Caves in Waikato Region. At
Waitomo Glowworm Caves, enjoy the boat ride under thousands of magical .
glowworms through the Glowworm Grotto. Enjoy the spectacular caves with its majestic and
ornate decorations, the deep limestone shaft known as the Tomo. Proceed to Hamilton. Visit
Hamilton Gardens. It has 21 themed gardens. Explore a journey of discovery along paths
delivering mysterious surprises: step from a peaceful Sung Dynasty Chinese Scholar's garden
into an Italian Renaissance Garden, before being enthralled by the grandeur of the Indian Char
Bagh ('four quartered') Garden, overlooking the Waikato River. Arrive Auckland, the "City Of
Sails". Proceed for a panoramic city tour including Queen Street, Auckland University grounds,
historic Auckland buildings, Auckland Harbour Bridge, and Michael Savage Memorial Park at
Bastion Point. View the Gardens and the waterfront streets of Tamaki Drive. Check-in at Hotel.
(Check in after 1400 Hrs) Overnight in Auckland. Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner (

3
6

Proceed to Airport for flight to Auckland. On arrival, visit Agrodome for the world-famous
sheep show. Participate in an interesting farm tour. Visit Te Puia, Rotorua's best known reserve
of thermal springs; formerly known as Whakarewarewa Hot Springs where boiling mud pools
and roaring geysers greet you. You may opt for Polynesain Spa. Then visit the Maori Arts &
Crafts Institute, where you will be exposed to native Maori culture and have an opportunity to
meet some of them. Overnight in Rotorua. Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ().

Currency
Australian

Dollar, New Zealand Dollar

Shopping
Pearls, Woolen, Perfume etc.

What your Tour price includes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry Australia and Newzeland Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
Auckland
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1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

Amazing Australia
Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation
GOLD COAST : 03 Nights

at Hotel Grand Chancellors Or Similar
03 Nights
at Hotel Rydges Esplanade Or
Similar
SYDNEY : 03 Nights
at Hotel Travellodge Or Similar
Queenstown: 02 Nights
at Hotel Heartland Or Similar
Christchurch : 01 Night
at Hotel Sudima Airport Or Similar
Rotorua: 01 Night
at Hotel Ibis Or Similar
Auckland: 01 Night
at Hotel Auckland City Or Similar
CAIRNS :

Important notes

Natural New Zealand

New

zealand

1: The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable
with Local representative.
2: Subject to availability of flights passengers can
book their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3: *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4: In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5: For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6: Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7: Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8: Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9: International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.
Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

Best of AUSTRALIA

FBA09

(Gold Coast, Cairns And Sydney)

10 DAYS
09 NIGHTS

3 C
AIRN

S

AUST

RALIA

DAY 01 : Arrive Brisbane on to Gold
Coast.

DAY 03 : Gold Coast. Full day at Sea
World.

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Australia tour. On arrival in Brisbane, you
will be met by your Southern Travel Tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your hotel in Gold Coast (Check in
after 1400 hrs as per International
Standards). The rest of the evening at leisure
to explore this beautiful and exciting city on
your own. Overnight in Gold coast Indian
Dinner ()

Enjoy a visit to Sea World, one of the Gold
Coast prime attractions offering something
for everyone with a mixture of rides, shows
and animal exhibits. For the thrill seeker
there are a variety of rides available
including the Corkscrew rollercoaster, the
Bermuda Triangle, Vikings Revenge, Jet
rescue coaster and the Sea World Water
park with a range of water slides. You can
also enjoy close up encounters with marine
animals such as polar bears, dolphins, seals,
rays and even sharks. The Shark Bay exhibit,
the world’s largest man-made lagoon
system for sharks, is a highlight and offers
visitors u n su rp a ssed view in g a n d
interaction with these awe inspiring
animals. The theme park also offers its
guests a number of spectacular shows such
as the Dolphin show, "Pirates unleashed"
featuring impressive acts of physical
endurance, acrobatics, precision cutlass
play and the famous seal show. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Voucher () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 02 : Gold Coast. Full day at Movie
World.
This morning, you will spend your day at
Movie World - where movie magic happens
every day. There’s no biz like show biz today
tour of Movie World is high on glamour and
stardust Stunts like the Hollywood Stunt
Driver Show, not to be missed New Journey
to the Center of the Earth 4-D Adventure, the
hilarious new Live Looney Tunes show What’s up Rock keep you glued to the edge of
your seat Nail biting rides like Batwing
Space shot, Superman Escape, Lethal
Weapon, the spine-tingling Scooby-Doo
Spooky Coaster and Wild West Falls will
have you longing for the safety of Planet
Earth Round it off with the Main Street Star
Parade and it’s a Happy Ending movie style.
Continental Breakfast () Lunch Voucher
() Indian Dinner ()
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DAY 04 : Brisbane-Cairns. Full day
Kuranda Rainforest Experience
Tour.
Today, you will be transferred to Brisbane
airport for your flight to Cairns. On arrival in
Cairns, proceed to visit and experience the
wildlife, the wilderness and the wonders of
Kuranda on a Full Day Kuranda Experience

3 BRIS
BANE
GOLD
COAS
T

3 SY

DNEY

Tour. Have a lifetime experience with a visit
to Kuranda, surrounded by World Heritage
Rainforest. Glide silently over a canopy of
thousands of years old plants, aboard the
Sky rail Rainforest Cable way, with stops at
Red Peak and Barron Falls stations. Scout
around the quaint Kuranda markets and
find one of a kind gifts and handicrafts to
take back home. Explore the art galleries
and restaurants which have made Kuranda a
draw for tourists and foodies alike. Later,
climb aboard the historic Karunda Scenic
Railway and meander through 15 tunnels
and over 40 bridges, back to Cairns,
intermittently spotting the Coral Sea.
Continental Breakfast () Packed Lunch
() Indian Dinner ().

DAY 05 : Cairns Enjoy the Great
Barrier Reef Cruise
This morning, proceed for the ultimate
Great Barrier Reef experience - The Great
Barrier Reef Cruise. Prepare yourself for a
close encounter with one of the Seven
Wonders of the Natural World and a World
Heritage site. The sheer magnitude and
beauty of the Great Barrier Reef, the clarity
of its waters and the quality of the coral

formations and aquatic life, is the stuff
lifelong memories are made of. Travel in
luxury onboard a modern air-conditioned
catamaran, to a stable activity platform on
the outer edge of the Great Barrier Reef.
Experience guided coral viewing from a
semi-submersible craft and glass bottom
boat. Continental Breakfast () Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ().

DAY 06 : Cairns
Day at leisure to explore your own.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ().

DAY 07: Cairns-Sydney. Showboat
Dinner cruise.
After breakfast, check out and transfer to
the airport for your flight to Sydney. Arrive
Sydney and check in to the hotel (check in
after 1400 hrs). This evening get set for a
lifetime experience on a board the
spectacular Showboat dinner cruise. Be
captivated by the breathtaking scenery as
you sail through the shimmering Sydney
Harbour with its mesmerizing panorama of
bright city lights, Opera House and the
famous Harbour Bridge. A three - course
Indian dinner, a dazzling sensational theatre
cabaret featuring professional Australian
showgirls in their glamorous costumes are
all of a part of the evening; Join in the
choruses with the immensely talented and
charming songstress.Overnight in Sydney.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Onboard Dinner ().

DAY 08 : Sydney City tour
Today morning proceed for a panoramic city
Tour. The city tour includes highlights like
the Darling Harbour, one of the world's
greatest waterfront destinations.
Experience a slice of the city's history at the
Rocks area, the busy CBD area, Hyde Park,
Kings Cross, the Harbour Bridge, Mrs.
Macquarries Chair, Visit the Sydney Tower
including the 1000 feet giant minarettopped spike for a glorious view of the

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for Australia. The cost of the visa is included
in your package tour price.

Additional info
12
9

3
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
+5.30 Australia
Weather
For Weather updates please refer to
our website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Beach wear and Light woollens.

Currency
Australian

Dollar

Shopping
Pearls, Woolen, Perfume etc.

magnificent Sydney cityscape. A visit to
Sydney Aquarium & Sydney Wildlife Park to
experience the diversity of Australia's rich
aquatic life in Sydney's unique Aquarium
with numerous exhibits like the Murray Cod,
Seal Sanctuary, Saltwater Crocodile and
many more. No photograph can compete
with the visual impact of the Sydney Opera
House (outside view), It is an remarkable
iconic monument. This is one of the most
visited attractions in Australia and one of
the busiest entertainment venues in the
world The evening is free to relax on your
own. Overnight in Sydney. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 09 : Sydney Enjoy Full Day tour of
Blue Mountains with Featherdale
Wildlife Park.
Enjoy a full day tour of Blue Mountains with
Featherdale Wildlife Park. Stretching for
over one million hectares, the Blue
Mountains is an inspiring mix of canyons,
tall forests and heathlands, truly one of
Australias natural wonders. Later visit
Featherdale Wildlife Park - Get up close and
personal with all native animals, pat and
cuddle Koalas, Feed and pat kangaroos and
emits; also Wombats, Tassie Devils and
many more. And also enjoy Sydney Harbour
Cruise ride. Continental Breakfast ()
Packed Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 10 : Return Home with
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. Continental
Breakfast () It’s time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.

What your Tour price includes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry Australia Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation

GOLD COAST: 03 Nights

at Hotel Novotal Surfers Paradise
Or Similar

CAIRNS:

03 Nights
at Hotel Rydges Esplanade Or
Similar


SYDNEY: 03 Nights

at Hotel Travellodge Or Similar

Important notes
1: The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable
with Local representative.
2: Subject to availability of flights passengers can
book their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3: *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4: In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5: For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6: Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7: Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8: Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9: International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FBCH6

Best of CHINA
(Beijing Xian And Shanghai)

07 DAYS
06 NIGHTS

BEIJIN
G
3

The Great Wall of China
XIAN
1

2
GHA
I

SHAN

DAY 01 : Arrive Beijing. Begin your
‘Best of China’ Tour.
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
China tour on arrival in Beijing, you will be
met by your Southern Travel Tour Manager
who will welcome you and take you to your
hotel in Beijing (Check in after 1400 hrs as
per International Standards). Southern
Travels takes care to start your sightseeing
only the next day so that you can relax after
your long flight. Indian Dinner ()

DAY 02 : Beijing. Visit to The great
Wall of China and temple of Heaven.
This morning, visit the only man-made
structure visible from the moon, the Great
Wall of China - the Badaling section with
Cable Car. It is one of the oldest historical
monuments in the world and a symbol of
China's ancient civilization. Just like a
gigantic dragon, it winds up and down
across deserts, grasslands, mountains and
plateaus from east to west. Continue on an
interesting drive along the Spirit Way
guarded by stone animals and human
figures and arrive at the Imperial Tombs, the
only existing burial chambers of the Ming
Emperors. Make a brief photo-stop at the
Beijing Olympic Park for an outside view of
the Bird's Nest Stadium and National
Aquatic Centre. Then, proceed to visit the
Temple of Heaven, a complex of religious
buildings visited by the Emperors of the
Ming and Qing dynasties for annual
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ceremonies of prayer to heaven for a good
harvest. Later,visit the Jade Factory to see
how jade is carved into beautiful art.
Overnight in Beijing. Continental Breakfast
() Local Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 03 : Beijing Forbidden City Tour.
Optional Acrobatic Show.
Today, the day unfolds with a guided
orientation tour of Beijing, viewing historic
landmarks like Tian'anmen Square, the
largest open public square in the world,
flanked by the imposing Tian'anmen Gate
(Gate of Heavenly Peace), the original gate of
the Imperial Palace. Continue to the
Forbidden City. Admire this architectural
masterpiece with exotic pavilions, serene
courtyards, rich halls and flourishing
gardens. Next, visit the Summer Palace, a
magnificent imperial garden located 12 kms
west of Beijing City. A summer retreat for
emperors and a chosen few in the past, it is
now the largest and most ancient preserved
garden in China and includes over 100
ancient pavilions, mansions, towers, halls,
temples, bridges and an enormous clear
water lake. Later, enjoy some time for
shopping at the Silk Alley markets boasting
of more than 1000 stores and the Pearl
Factory. The rest of the evening is free to
explore the city on your own or you have the
Option of enjoying the Acrobatic Show at
extra cost: It incorporates elements from
the opera, dance and martial arts merging
into a wholly distinctive style. Continental
Breakfast () Packed Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

LIKE NEVER BEFORE

DAY 04 : Onto Xi'an. Big Wild Goose
Pagoda and the musical fountain
show.
After break fast take the high-speed train to
Xi'an, one of the ancient capitals of China
and the start of the Silk Route. In the
evening, enjoy a panoramic tour of the city
driving past the ancient city wall, see the Big
Wild Goose Pagoda and the musical fountain
show. Overnight in Xi'an. Continental
Breakfast () Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 05 : Visit to Terracotta Warriors.
Onto Shanghai.
This morning, visit the archaeological site of
the amazing Terracotta Warriors. Take the
battery operated car (one way) to visit the
Museum to view the collection of life-sized
figures of warriors, horses, chariots
celebrating Chinese unification. The figures
vary in height according to their role, the
tallest being the General. Also see the 360
degree documentary about the history and

formation of the army. Visit a Special Art and
Lacquer workshop where you can see the
figures being carved and also buy a souvenir.
In the evening, board a flight to Shanghai the most cosmopolitan city in China.
Overnight in Shanghai. Continental
Breakfast () Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

Terracotta Warriors Museum

shopping. Nanjing Road starts at the Bund
and runs westward with People's square in
the middle. It earned its reputation as the
"First Commercial Road in China". Some of
the traditional food and handicrafts of
Shanghai can be found here. Next, it's the
Bund the renowned waterfront district is
the city's most famous landmark. Finally,
embark on a Huang Pu River cruise, gazing
at the mighty skyscrapers, the Monument
Tower to the People's Heroes, the famous
Waibaidu Bridge and Huang Pu Park on one
bank, and the Oriental Pearl TV Tower,
International Convention Centre, Jin Mao
Building in the Pudong Area.Overnight in
Shanghai. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Onboard Dinner ()

DAY 06 : Shanghai. Orientation Tour
with a Visit to a Buddhist Shrine.
Today, embark on a guided orientation tour
with a visit to a Buddhist shrine - Jade
Buddha Temple. It is named for its two
bejewelled white jade Buddha statues
carved from a whole piece of white jade,
displaying the skill and extraordinary art of
Chinese people. Next, visit the alluring
centuries-old Yu Yuan Garden located in the
Old Town of Shanghai which recreates a
beautiful landscape of pagodas, pavilions,
rockeries, fountains, ancient trees and
precious flowers. Proceed to visit the Silk
Factory. Thereafter, head to Nanjing Road
for some great value-for-money

China Temple

Accommodation
BEJING 03 Nights

at Hotel Holiday Inn Changan
West or Similar
XIAN 01 Night
Acrobatic show

DAY 07 : Return Home with
Wonderful Memories.
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. Continental
Breakfast () It’s time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.
What your Tour price includes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for China. The cost of the visa is included in
your package tour price.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
+2.30 China
Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our website
or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes and woollens as per weather

Currency
Chinese

Yuan

Shopping
Cosmetics Products Accessories, Household Products,
Souvenirs, Electronics Goods & Appliances etc.

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry China Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

at Hotel Titan Central Park or
Similar
SHANGHAI 02 Nights

at Hotel Ramada Wujiaochang
Shanghai or Similar

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11.The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FBHM5

Best of HONG KONG & MACAU

06 DAYS
05 NIGHTS

Disneyland Hong kong

HONG
KONG
3

DAY 01 : Arrive Hong Kong - Transfer
to Macau.

DAY 03 : Macau - Hong Kong. Hong
Kong City Tour. Tram Ride.
2 MACAU

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Hong Kong and Macau Tour. On arrival in
Honk Kong , you will be met by your
Southern Travel Tour Manager who will
welcome you and take you to your hotel in
Macau (Check in after 1400 hrs as per
International Standards). Macau, With
charming fortresses, churches and food of
its former colonial masters, the Portuguese
on one hand, and Vegas-style casinos and
Hotels on the other hand, make Macau truly
a unique fusion of East and West. The
Portuguese influence is everywhere:
cobbled back streets, baroque churches,
stone fortresses, Art Deco buildings and
restful parks and gardens. Indian Dinner
().

DAY 02 : Macau - Enjoy City tour of
Macau.
This morning, discover the fascinating
sights of the former Portuguese colony of
Macau on a City Tour. Highlights include the
historic centre, the evocative ruins of the
historic church of St. Paul and the Buddhist
temple of Kun Iam Tong dedicated to the
goddess of mercy. Your exciting tour comes
to an end as you roll the dice, spin the wheel
and try your luck in one of the Casino.
Continental Breakfast () Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ().
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You will be transferred from hotel in Macau
to the pier to board the Ferry to Hong Kong.
Discover a diverse modern metropolis
steeped in unique blends of Eastern and
Western traditions. Hong Kong is a
charming combination of ultramodern
architecture, towering skyscrapers and a
scenic coastline. Marvelously compact,
backed by a cutting edge infrastructure and
a worldly lookout, Hong Kong is one of the
world's most sophisticated cities. Transfer
from Hong Kong Pier to Hotel in Hong Kong.
Discover the highlights of Hong Kong. Visit
sky 100 Hong Kong Observation Deck
located on the 100th floor of IC, the tallest
skyscraper in Hong Kong. It is the top tourist
destination offering unbeatable 360 degree
views of the city. Enjoy a peak tram ride to
Victoria Peak for breathtaking views of
Kowloon and Hong Kong. Continental
Breakfast () Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 04 : Visit to Disneyland.
After breakfast proceed for a fun-filled
journey to the magical kingdom of
Disneyland where families and friends of all
ages are invited together to have fun.
Thrilling adventures, storybook journeys
and beloved Disney Characters come to life
here! Must see attractions like Disney On
Parade, features all Disney characters

singing and dancing along Main Street U.S.A;
Donald Duck relives the memorable
moments of Disney's animated films in the
3D show Mickey's Philhar Magic; Mickey
and his friends perform in the Broadwaystyle music "The Golden Mickers", and
Mickey, Minnie, and Goofy make surprise
appearances in the Fantasy Gardens, so
don't forget your camera and autographs
book. Overnight in Hong Kong. Continental
Breakfast () Lunch Voucher () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 05 : Day Free to explore
on your own.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()

DAY 06 : Return Home with
Wonderful Memories.
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home.It’s time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. Continental Breakfast () we hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.

Venetian Macau

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation

MACAU:

02Nights
at Hotel Golden Dragon or Similar

Hong kong

HONGKONG:


03Nights
at Hotel Courtyard By Marriott
Shatin or Similar

Important notes

What your Tour price includes

Disneyland Hong kong

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. Hong kong/Macau visa will
be done on arrival. The visa cost for Hong
Kong is Gratis - free on arrival to Indian
passport holders.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
+2.30 Hong Kong
Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes. Formal dress for casinos

Currency
Hong

Kong Dollar

Shopping
Clothing, Perfume, Accessories, Electronics Goods etc.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
5. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
6. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
7. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.
4.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned otherwise.
Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

1: The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2: Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3: *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4: In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5: For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6: Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7: Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8: Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9: International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

Best of EGYPT

FBEG6

(Cairo, Aswan and Nile Cruise)

07 DAYS
06 NIGHTS

Khufu Pyramid

3

Welcome to your southern Travel best of
Egypt tour on arrival in Cairo, your Southern
Travels Manager will greet you at the
'meeting point' at the exit . After
immigration and customs, transfer
comfortably to your hotel (check-in after
1400 hrs). This evening, look forward to a
dazzling Sound and Light show at Giza
Pyramids. This spectacular show uses
innovative techniques to narrate the history
of ancient Egypt with magnificent sound
and light effects against the Pyramids as a
backdrop. Overnight in Cairo. Indian Dinner
().

Today, enjoy a full day excursion to

3

Qaitbay Fortress

Alexandria, the city founded by Alexander
the Great. With an atmosphere more
Mediterranean than Middle Eastern, this
city has many unique attractions. Spend the
day viewing the relics of a bygone age, the
highlight of Alexandria. Also, visit the
Qaitbay Fortress, Library and the
Catacombs. Overnight in Cairo. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ().

DAY 03 : Cairo
Spend the morning at the Great Pyramids of
Giza. Cheops - one of the oldest and largest
pyramid on the Giza plateau, Chephren and
Mykerinos, and the defending Sphinx - one
of the most majestic and enduring
monuments of Egypt. Next, visit the Papyrus
Institute. See the processes and efforts it
took to make this ancient form of paper.
Also, enjoy the beautiful illustrative

Egyptian art and stories painted depicting
Egyptian lifestyle and culture. Later, visit a
Perfume Factory, where a demonstration in
the art of perfume making awaits you. The
next stop is at the Jewellery Shop, where you
can browse through exquisite ornaments
and shop to your heart's content. In the
afternoon, visit the Egyptian Museum of
Antiquities, which houses one of the world's
greatest collections of Egyptian artefacts. It
boasts of more than 136,000 artefacts
fromover five thousand years of Egyptian
history. End the day with a visit to the Khan
El Khalili Bazaar - Cairo's most important
shopping area for souvenirs and all types of
typical Egyptian artefacts. Overnight in
Cairo. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()
Karnak Temple

Egyptian Museum
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uise

DAY 02 : Cairo

Nile Cr

DAY 01 : Arrive Cairo

DAY 04 : On board the Nile Cruise

DAY 06 : On board the Nile Cruise

Cairo – Aswan After breakfast at the hotel,

On board the Nile Cruise Today, sail to cross
the Esna Lock on the Nile to reach Luxor.
Later, we cross over to the west bank of the
Nile River to visit the Valley of the Kings,
Hatshepsut Temple and the Colossi of
Memnon. Later, visit the Luxor and Karnak
Temples on the East Bank of the Nile
Overnight on board the cruise. Breakfaston
board the cruise () Lunch on board the
cruise. () Lunch on board the cruise. ()
board the cruise () Lunch on board the
cruise. () Lunch on board the cruise. ()

you will be transferred to the airport for
your flight to Aswan. On arrival, proceed to
the cruise terminal and board your Nile
Cruise. Embark on a sightseeing tour of
Aswan. Visit the High Dam, Philae
Templeand Unfinished Obelisk. Overnight
on board the cruise. Breakfast at the hotel,
Lunch and Dinner on board the cruise.
Continental Breakfast () Lunchon board
the cruise () Indian on board the cruise.
()

DAY 05 : On board the Nile Cruise
On board the Nile Cruise The morning is at
leisure. You can opt for an excursion to Abu
Simbel which is flanked by the impressive
temple of Nefertari. The entire site is truly
awe-inspiring. Then, sail to KomOmbo, the
home of Sobek - the crocodile God who was
worshipped in pre-dynastic times. Witness
the ancient remains of a temple of a
somewhat unusual style. In fact, it is a
double temple. The right hand temple is the
one consecrated to Sobek and the second
one is dedicated to Haroeris - the falconheaded Sky God. This temple was built
overlooking the Nile. Continue sailing to
Edfu. On arrival, take a horse carriage ride to
visit the Horus Temple. The best preserved
temple in the whole of Egypt, it has many
inscriptions in the Coptic language and is
adorned with paintings from that era.
Overnight on board the cruise. Breakfast on
board the cruise () Lunch on board the
cruise. () Lunch on board the cruise. ()

Nile Cruise

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be 10
years. Hand written passport are not valid for
Travel. For this package you must be in
possession of a Single Entry Egypt Visa .The
cost of the Visas is included in your package
tour price. Customer has to visit VFS for
biometric on schedule appointment in person.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
-3.30
Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes. Light woolens

Currency
Egyptian

Pound

Shopping
Hand crafted items/ perfume/ souvenirs etc.

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Nile Cruise

Accommodation

CAIRO:

03Nights
at Hotel Movenpick Cairo
Pyramids or similar

Night Onboard Cruise:


03Nights

Nile Cruise or similar
DAY 07 : Home with Wonderful
Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday. Continental
Breakfast ()
What your Tour price includes
1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with
Taxes.
2. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
3. Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
4. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
5. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local variation,
entrance fees, sightseeing and surface transportation as
mentioned in the itinerary.
6. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by
AC Coach.
7. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in
the cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to
departure. However the rate on the given day of the full
payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing
to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions,
Special Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports,
tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other
than offered complimentary), telephone charges and all
items of personal nature and also food drinks not
forming part of the group menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit
an ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be
filled by an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days
old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

Important notes
1: The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2: Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3: *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4: In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5: For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6: Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7: Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8: Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9: International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FBMS6

07 DAYS
06 NIGHTS

Best of MAURITIUS

PER
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Parasailing Mauritius
POR
T LO

UIS

QUA
TRE

DAY 01 : Arrive Mauritius.

DAY 04 : Mauritius - Enjoy a relaxing
day at the Ile Aux Cerfs, a charming
island on the East Coast.
Enjoy a full day excursion to the picturesque
island of Ile aux Cerfs, a haven for lovers of
the sea, the sand and the sun. Ile aux Cerfs is
a perfect tropical playground with dazzling
white beaches fringed by the warm azure
waters of the Indian Ocean. Get mesmerized
by the scenic beauty of miles of fine white

DREAM. EXPLORE. DISCOVER

DAY 03 : Mauritius- Full day South
Island Tour
Today, discover the South of Mauritius with
it's many highlights on a full day tour - visit
Floreal and Curepipe, the extinguished
volcano of Trou aux Cerfs with its
56

ILE AUX CERFS TOURS
PARASAILING, THE ILE AUX CERFS TREETOPS ADVENTURE, BUDGET TOUR,
CATAMARAN CRUISES, SPEEDBOAT TRIPS

RITIU

S

FS

A day full of contrast as you enjoy a tour of
the North Island. Best known for its white
sandy beaches and calm lagoons, the North
Island of Mauritius has the biggest number
of beach resorts and is the most developed
part of the Mauritian coastline. Visit the
capital of Port Louis, the Caudan Waterfront
offering great shopping and the Citadel for a
panoramic view of the city. The old and the
new mingle through the contrast between
the high-rise, the modern shopping Centre
of the Caudan Waterfront and the existing
colonial buildings. Continental Breakfast
() Indian Dinner ().

RIN

NES

X CER

DAY 02 : Mauritius - Full day North
Island Tour.

TAM
A

BOR

ILE AU

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Mauritius Tour. On arrival in Mauritius, you
will be met by your Southern Travel Tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your hotel in Mauritius (Check in
after 1400 hrs as per International
Standards). The rest of the day is at leisure to
explore this beautiful and exciting city on
your own. Indian Dinner ()

magnificent view, the sacred lake of Grand
Bassin surrounded by the Black River
National Park and the fascinating dunes of
Chamarel - The seven-coloured earth. After
that you can have your lunch on your own at
a typical creole restaurant. After lunch, you
will be driven down the SouthWest coast of
Mauritius to Pomponette view point and
enjoy some nice beach spots where you can
have memorable photo snaps. Finally, enjoy
a visit to the wild sea of Gris which is famous
for its big waves and the unique view of
"Roche Qui Pleur" view point. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Dinner ()

MAU

6

beaches and aquamarine waters. Make the
most of this leisurely day either sunbathing
or enjoying the turquoise lagoon and the
numerous water sports. Free time in Ile Aux
Cerfs. Don't miss the optional of taking an
Undersea Walk, an exciting opportunity to
walk on the Ocean Bed. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 05 : Mauritius - Day at leisure.
The full day is at leisure to explore the
various facilities at your hotel. Relax and
catch a tan, enjoy the myriad of water sports,
rejuvenate at a Spa or Tee Off in paradise!
You can also select one of our optional tour Experience the splendor of Mauritius on a
Helicopter Tour, check out the latest
attraction of Mauritius - Blue Safari
Submarine or Sub scooter for a unique and
adventurous ride or see the interaction of
Lions and walk with them in a Lion Park and
many more to choose from. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 06 : Mauritius - Day at leisure.
The day is at leisure for you to relax by the
sea, pamper yourself with the amenities
your Hotel has to offer you, take a stroll on
the beach, enjoy the many water sports on
your own. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Dinner ()

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Accommodation
Undersea Walk

MAURITIUS

: 06 Nights
at Hotel Gold Beach or Similar

DAY 0 7 : Re t u r n H o m e w i t h
Wonderful Memories.
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It’s time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday. Continental
Breakfast ()

Lord Shiva at the Grand Bassin

Important notes
What your Tour price includes

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for Mauritius. The visa cost for Mauritius is
Gratis - free on arrival to Indian passport
holders.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
5. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
6. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
7. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
-1.30 Mauritius
Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes & Beach wear

Currency
Mauritian

Rupees

Shopping
Perfume, Hand Crafts, Such as Ship Model
and Souvenirs etc.

Mauritius
It's a pleasure

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.
4.

Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add- On tours unless mentioned otherwise.
Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

1: The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2: Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3: *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4: In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5: For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6: Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7: Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8: Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9: International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FSA08

09 DAYS
08 NIGHTS

Best of South Africa
(Cape Town, Knysna, Sun City and Johannesburg)

Table Mountain Cape Town
SUN CITY
1

2

JOHANNESBURG

DAY 01 : Arrive Cape Town.

Day 03 : Cape Town.

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
South Africa Tour. On arrival in Cape Town,
you will be met by your Southern Travel
Tour Manager who will welcome you and
take you to your hotel in cape town (Check in
after 1400 hrs. as per International
Standards). Cape Town is the second largest
city in South Africa and is the capital of the
Western Cape Province, as well as the
legislative capital of South Africa. The rest of
the day is at leisure to explore this beautiful
and exciting city on your own. Indian Dinner
()

After breakfast at the hotel, depart on a Full
Day Tour of Cape Point We flank the cold
Atlantic Ocean en route to Hout Bay. Once a
fishing community now one of the most
popular residential areas, the harbour still
has a charm of days gone by. Enjoy a halfhour cruise to "Seal Island" or for the not so
adventurous the fish market "Mariners
Wharf " is a must. We now continue
alongside the Indian Ocean, and stop to see
the Jackass penguin colony, which has
become well established, at Boulders beach
near Simonstown. Then we travel onwards
until we reach Cape Point and the Cape of
Good Hope. Said to be the romantic meeting
place of the two mighty oceans, the Atlantic
and the Indian, Sir Francis Drake the
Explorer once called it "the fairest Cape that
we saw in the whole circumference of the
Globe”. And rightly so, it must be the
highlight of any visit to the Mother City, if not
South Africa. Our last stop of the day is at the
Kirstenbosch Botanical gardens, home of
some 3500 species of Southern African
fauna and flora. Overnight in Cape Town.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()

DAY 02 : Cape Town -City Tour.
After breakfast Proceed to Half
Day Cape Town City Tour, Take the
cable car to the top of Table
Mountain (Table Mountain is
we a t h e r p e r m i t t i n g ) fo r a
panoramic view of the city and
coastline. Continue through the
historic Malay Quarter, past the
South African Museum, with its
famed Bushmen exhibits, the
Castle and other interesting sights.
Towards the end of the morning a
visit is made at the Victoria and
Alfred Waterfront. This is South
Africa's most talked about tourist
venue with many shops and restaurants.
Spend the rest of the afternoon at leisure.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()
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Day 04 : Cape Town – Knysna.
After breakfast, depart for Knysna, situated
between lush forests and the shores of the
peaceful lagoon. In the evening, depart on a
sunset cruise on the Knysna Lagoon. Cruise
to the Knysna Heads, on the boat
comfortable and cozy with a classic wooden

CAPE
TOWN

3

2

KNYSNA

feel. Overnight in Knysna. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()
Day 05 : Knysna. Visit to Cango Caves,
Ostrich Farms and Cango Wildlife Ranch.
After breakfast explore full day tour to
Oudtshoorn, which is a town in the Western
Cape Province in South Africa. With 80,336
inhabitants it is the largest town in the Little
Karoo region. The town is home to the
world's largest Ostrich population with a
number of specialized ostrich breeding
farms such as the Safari Show Farm. Later
visit to Cango Caves – the Klein Karoo's
oldest and most popular attraction…. One of
the world's natural wonders. Visit the Safari
Ostrich Farm – the ultimate “ostrich
experience” with thousands of ostriches to
view from incubation stage to full grown
adults that visitors can ride. The farm has an
excellent restaurant specializing in South
African Cuisine, especially ostrich meat It
also boasts a curio shop including an
excellent range of ostrich products. After
words visit to Cango Wildlife Ranch – here
you will have the opportunity to view some
of the animal species that inhabited the
Karoo Region in the early days. Overnight in
Knysna. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

Day 08 : Sun City – Johannesburg.
After breakfast, depart for Johannesburg.
Upon arrival spend your day at leisure.
Afternoon proceed to Gold Reef City Tour.
Overnight in Johannesburg. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

Enjoy Delicious South Indian
Lunch and Dinner at the best
of local Indian restaurants.

Cango Wildlife Ranch

Day 06 : Knysna – Sun City.
Today, transfer to the airport for your flight
to Sun City. – Sun city is Africa's premier
holiday resort which captivates visitors
with its combination of golf, game viewing,
gambling as well as world class hotels.
Continental Breakfast () Indian Lunch ()
Indian Dinner ()
Sun City

Accommodation
 CAPE

TOWN : 03 Nights

DAY 09 : Return Home with
Wonderful Memories.
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. Continental
Breakfast () It's time to say goodbye to all
the new friends you have made. We hope
you take back many happy memories of
your holiday.

at hotel Capetonian or Similar
KNYSNA : 02 Nights

at Hotel The Graywood or Similar
SUN CITY : 02 Nights

at HotelSun City Cabanaor Similar

JOHANNESBURG : 01 Night

at Hotel Park Inn Sandton or Similar

What your Tour price includes

Day 07 : Sun City (Day at leisure).
The day is at leisure where you can have
non-stop fun at the Valley of the Waves,
exciting entertainment options, concerts,
sporting events and much more. Overnight
in Sun City. Continental Breakfast () Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
South Africa -1.30

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes, Light woolens

Currency


South African : Rand

Shopping
Jewellery, gemstones, antiques etc

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry
South Africa Visa. The cost of the Visa, is
included in your package tour price.

1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with
Taxes.
2. Single Entry South Africa Visa Charges.
3. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price
grid.
4. Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
5. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for
the duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69
years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local
variation, entrance fees, sightseeing and surface
transportation as mentioned in the itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary
by AC Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and
Passport Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1. Government Service Tax 5 % on gross bill payable
extra
2. Passport Charges.
3. Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by
the airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase
in the cost of the tour, which may come into effect
prior to departure. However the rate on the given day
of the full payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline
owing to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions,
Conventions, Special Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and
seaports, tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral
water (other than offered complimentary),
telephone charges and all items of personal nature
and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to
submit an ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a
form to be filled by an MD Doctor (Which is not more
than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of
India under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

Important notes
1: The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable
with Local representative.
2: Subject to availability of flights passengers can
book their tour directly from their city by paying
an additional amount. Please check with
respective sales team at the time of booking.
3: *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12
years of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying
adults and without a bed
4: In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5: For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6: Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty
cost will be applicable. Your sales officer will
advise the amount at the time of making the date
change.
7: Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8: Room in the hotel until specifically mention will
be base category of room.
9: International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in
the brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of
the country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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Best of TASHKENT
TAS03

4 DAYS
3 NIGHTS
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DAY 01 : Arrive Tashkent
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Tashkent tour. On Arrival at Tashkent
Airport, you will be met by your Southern
Travels Tour Manager who will welcome
you and take you to your hotel.
Tashkent, the Central Asia's Hub and the
place where everything in Uzbekistan
happens. Its one part leafy Soviet city and
other the newly built capital full with
powerful institutions and traditionally clad
farmers on the other side.
(check in after 1400hrs as per International
Standards). Start your exciting Tashkent
tour from airport with Hi Tea at Indian
Restaurant on the way to hotel. Unwind
yourself in your hotel room for some
relaxing moments after lunch. We then
proceed to Tashkent Panoramic city tour in
the evening visiting Independence” Square,
Victory” monument, Romanov Prince Duke,
Residence, Broadway Street with artist and
local souvenirs, Amir Temur, Central Square.
Later you will be treated with pre organised
Gala Dinner at Indian restaurant with
Starters, local drinks and exclusive Belly
Dancing show program with Turkish, Arabic
and Indian dance performances, Live DJ and
Music. Transfer back to the hotel. Indian
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

60

DAY 02: Tashkent - Chimgan –
Charvak – Tashkent
Enjoy the Buffet breakfast at the Hotel
coffee shop. We then drive you to to
“Chimgan” Mountains.80 kilometers away
from Tashkent the “Ugam-Chotqol” National
Park with resort areas “Chimyon-ChorqoqBeldersoy” is stretches out in the western
spurs of the “Tian Shan” – the Celestial
Mountains. On the Way Enjoy View of
mountains and life of local people, Reaching
the mountains the group will ride on Chair
Lift going up to the top of the mountain (30
minutes). Enjoy free time at the mountain
peak taking photos and videos for the
memory. Take the Chair Lift for coming
down the mountains (30 minutes). We then
proceed for beautiful “Charvak” Lake, which
is formed by joining of 4 biggest rivers
forming the beautiful lake that supply
water to Tashkent city and its region all year
round. Buffet Lunch at Charvak Lake
“Pyramids” estaurant with Uzbek-Indian
mix cuisine. Lose yourself for Some free
time at Beautiful “Charvak” Lake to indulge
in some activities. Drive back to Tashkent
hotel in the evening.Transfer to the hotel for
some relaxation and freshen up to get ready
for the Gala Dinner at Indian Restaurant
with Starters, local drinks and exclusive
Belly Dancing show program with Turkish,
Arabic and Indian dance performances, Live
DJ and Music..

Tajikst

an

India

Transfer back to the hotel. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner () .
Charvak Lake

DAY 03 : Tashkent City Tour
Enjoy the breakfast at the Hotel coffee shop
after that we proceed to Tashkent Panoramic City Tour (outside only) visiting
historical places like Monument of Courage ,
Romanov Prince Duke” Residence, Opera
and Ballet Theatre named after Alisher
Navoi.

DAY 4 : Return Home with
Wonderful Memories
Enjoy the Buffet breakfast at hotel coffee
shop. Time to check out the hotel. Clear all
the extra room bills. We stop for Lunch at
Indian Restaurant with Indian Buffet. After
the lunch, the group will be taken for the
final shopping round at newly built
'SAMARKAND DARVOZA', Mega Planet
Mall. Transfers to Airport for the final
departure to India. Continental Breakfast
() Indian Lunch() . Its time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take many happy
memories of your holiday.

Alisher Navoi Theatre

TASHKENT : 3 Nights at Hotel
Le Grand Plaza Or Similar

Samarkan Darvoza Mall

Monument of Courage

We take a stopover for Lunch at the Indian
Restaurant and later proceed for Memorial
of Repressions Victims with the traditional
ornaments and Tashkent TV Tower(outside
only), later in the evening return to Hotel
for some free relaxing time before Gala
Dinner at Indian Restaurant with Starters,
local drinks and exclusive Belly Dancing
show program with Turkish, Arabic and
Indian dance performances, Live DJ and
Music. Later Transfer back to the hotel.
Overnight in Tashkent hotel. Continental
Breakfast () Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner () .

You must have a valid passport with a
validity of 90 days more than the period of
stay in Uzbekistan and at least one blank
page to affix the visa. Two recent passport
size photographs to be pasted on the visa
form. Please send us your original passport
20 days prior to departure date along with
necessary documents viz application form
etc.

Time – GMT
Hours Ahead / Behind of India : -0.30hrs

Weather
For weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Woolens and formal dress for Dinners.

Currency
Uzbekistan Som

Shopping
Dry fruits, Local crafts, Chocolates.

Romanov Prince Duke” Residence

Memorial of Repressions Victims

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class airfare with taxes.
Single entry Uzbekistan Visa Charges and visa support.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned Or similar, as per
price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.

1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of USD 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.
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TOUR CODE

FBG06

07 DAYS
06 NIGHTS

Best of GREECE

GREECE

Athens

DAY 01: Arrive Athens

DAY 04: Santorini

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Greece tour. On arrival at Athens, your
Southern travels tour manager or Local
representative greets you at the "meeting
point" at the exit after immigration and
customs and transfers you comfortably to
your hotel (check-in after 1400 hrs).
Overnight at Athens.

Take an optional boat trip in the world's
biggest volcanic crater above sea level. Visit
the active volcano, swim in the warm
thermal waters andtake a therapeutic mud
bath. Overnight at Santorini. Continental
Breakfast ( )

DAY 02: Athens

2

2

Santorini

Mykonos

2

Santorini

Athens city tour starts from the Panathenaic
Stadium, where the first Olympic Games of
modern times were held in 1896. Continue
and pass by the Temple of Olympian Zeus,
the Hadrian's Arch, the Parliament and the
memorial to the Unknown Soldier, the
Academy, the University, the National
L i b r a r y, t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n S q u a r e
(Syntagma). On the Acropolis visit, the
architectural masterpieces of the Golden
Age of Athens: The Propylaea, the Temple of
Athena Nike, the Erechtheion and finally
"the harmony between material and spirit",
the monument that "puts order inthe mind",
the Parthenon. Overnight at Athens.
Continental Breakfast ( )

DAY 03: Athens to Santorini
Early morning departure today for the
breathtaking Island of Santorini, where you
can soak up the sun and relax on the beach
or perhapsexplore the picturesque capital,
Fira. Overnight at Santorini. Continental
Breakfast ( )
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DAY 05: Santorini to Mykonos
Arrive in Mykonos and explore the white-washed town or head for the beach before
experiencing the completely outrageous Mykonian nightlife. Overnight at Mykonos.
Continental Breakfast ( )

Enjoy Delicious South
Indian Lunch and Dinner
at the best of local Indian
restaurants.
Accommodation
 ATHENS : 02 Nights

at Best Western Candia or Similar
 MYKONOS: 02 Nights

DAY 06: Mykonos
Free day today. Spend the day on the beach,
stroll around the town or take a trip to one of
the small villages. This Mecca of Ancient
Greece istoday an island wide, open-air
museum Overnight Mykonos. Continental
Breakfast ( )

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
Greece +3:30

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes.

Currency


Greece : Euro

Shopping
Olive Oil Product, Jewellery with
Greek Pattern and design etc.

Visa / Immigration Requirement
Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry
Schengen Visa. The cost of the visa is
included in your package tour price.

D AY 0 7 : R e t u r n h o m e w i t h
wonderful memories
After breakfast transfer to the port for your
ferry to Athens to the airport for your flight
back home time to say goodbye to all the
new friends you have made. We hope you
take back many happy memories of your
holiday.Continental Breakfast ( )
What your Tour price includes
1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with
Taxes.
2. Single Entry Schengen Visa Charges.
3. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
4. S e r v i c e s o f S o u t h e r n To u r M a n a g e r o r L o c a l
Representative.
5. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local variation,
entrance fees, sightseeing and surface transportation as
mentioned in the itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by
AC Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1. Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
2. Passport Charges.
3. Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in
the cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to
departure. However the rate on the given day of the full
payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing
to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions,
Special Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports,
tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other
than offered complimentary), telephone charges and all
items of personal nature and also food drinks not
forming part of the group menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit
an ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be
filled by an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days
old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

at Hotel Aphrodite or Similar
 SANTORINI: 02 Nights

at Hotel Caldera Romantica or Similar

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FBK06
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DAY 01: Arrive Nairobi
Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Kenya tour. On arrival into Nairobi, your
southern Travel tour manager or local
representative greets you at the 'meeting
point' at the exit after immigration. Later,
proceed on an Orientation city tour of
Nairobi, after which you will be transferred
to your conveniently located hotel (Standard
Check-in time is 1400hrs). Overnight in
Nairobi.

DAY 02: Onto Aberdare National
Reserve
After an American breakfast, depart for
Aberdare National Park. Located in the heart
of the National Park, in the calm waters; The
Ark overlooks a floodlit waterhole and salt
lick, which attracts a host of awesome
wildlife. Modelled after Noah's Ark, The Ark
has four viewing decks with balconies and
lounges to provide superb game viewing
from the comfort of the lodge. Overnight at
Ark Lodge in Aberdare National Park. (You
will need to pack an overnight bag before
heading to The Ark). Continental Breakfast
() Lunch () Indian Dinner().
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DAY 03 : On to Fascinating sweet
water
Today proceed to the fascinating Sweet
Waters. Also cross and stop at the Equator.
After an American breakfast, depart for
Sweet Waters. You will be briefed about your
safari. You would cross and stop at the
Equator. Now drive to Sweet waters Game
Sanctuary arriving in time for lunch at Sweet
waters Tented Camp. A sheltered oasis,
clustered around a water hole and set in the
pristine calm of the private OlPejeta
Conservancy, Sweet waters Tented Camp
offers a charming blend of under-canvas
ambiance and safari luxury. Afternoon game
drives - cum - visit to the rescued
chimpanzees'- and black rhino's sanctuaries.
The beautiful Sweet waters Tented Camp lies
in the heart of this privately owned 24,000
acre ranch with magnificent views across the
wildlife- studded plains to the snow-capped
peaks of Mount Kenya. Host to all the

members of the 'Big Five' (elephant, rhino,
lion, buffalo and leopard), the conservancy
has a higher wildlife-to-area ratio than any
Kenyan national park and is At the forefront
of the Kenyan conservancy programme, the
conservancy boasts the largest black rhino
sanctuary in East Africa, hosts the only
chimpanzee sanctuary in Kenya, and
shelters large numbers of rare and
endangered species. Overnight at
Sweetwaters Tented Camp or similar in
Sweetwaters Continental Breakfast ()
Packed Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 04 : Proceed to the beautiful
Lake Naivasha. Enjoy a scenic game
boat ride at Lake Naivasha with a
chance to view the Hippos.

Additional info
12
3

9
6

After an American breakfast, drive to Lake
Naivasha set in a picturesque landscape of
surrounding woodland and grassland next
to Nakuru town. You can get a chance to view
the rare White Rhino. Later enjoy a scenic
boat ride at Lake Naivasha, where you can
view and photograph the Hippos. You can
also get a chance to get a close view of the
pink flamingos and a variety of other water
birds. . Overnight at Lake Naivasha.
Continental Breakfast () Packed Lunch
() Indian Dinner ().

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
Kenya -2.30

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes.

Currency


Kenyan shilling

Shopping
Jewellery, Gems Stone, Wine etc.

Visa / Immigration Requirement
DAY 05 : Proceed to the worldfamous Masai Mara Game Reserve
After an American breakfast check out and
proceed to the world-famous Masai Mara
Game Reserve via the Great Rift Valley. En
route enjoy the beautiful scenery. Arrive at
your lodge in time for Indian lunch and
check in at the lodge. In the afternoon, enjoy
an enthralling game-viewing drive. Spotting
lions, cheetahs and other spectacular
predators is the highlight of your day. This
evening, enjoy a sumptuous Indian dinner at
your lodge. Overnight atMasai
Mara.Continental Breakfast () Packed
Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for Kenya. The cost of the visa is included in
your package tour price.

DAY 07: Return Home with
Wonderful Memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday.Continental
Continental Breakfast ().

 NAIROBI : 01 Night

at Hotel Zehneria or Similar
 ABERDARES NATIONAL PARK : 01 Night

at Hotel The Ark or Similar
 SWEET WATER : 01 Night

at Sweet Water Tented Camp or Similar
at Lake Naivasha country club or Similar
 MASAI MARA : 02 Nights

at Mara Sentrim Camp or Similar

Important notes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Early morning, (before sunrise) you set out
on an exciting game-drive to view the
teeming wildlife savouring their morning
kill. If you are lucky, you can witness the kill
in action, moment by moment, right in front
of your unbelieving eyes! Enjoy an American
breakfast, after the game drive. Proceed for
another exciting game drive, where you can
expect to see thefamous 'Big 5'.. Overnight at
Masai Mara. Continental Breakfast ()
Packed Lunch () Indian Dinner ().

Accommodation

 LAKE NAIVASHA : 01 Night

What your Tour price includes

Day 06: A full day of game-viewing!
Once in a lifetime chance to see the
'BIG 5'..!!

Enjoy Delicious South
Indian Lunch and Dinner
at the best of local Indian
restaurants.

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry Kenya Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mentioned in
itinerary with occasional local variation, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary by AC
Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport Waist
Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include
1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to departure.
However the rate on the given day of the full payment will
apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing to
High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions, Special
Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water (other than offered
complimentary), telephone charges and all items of personal
nature and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price Includes '
column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled by
an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India under
the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.

1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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TOUR CODE

FBT07

08 DAYS
07 NIGHTS

Best of TURKEY
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DAY 01: Arrive Istanbul
Welcome to your Southern travels Best of
Turkey tour. On arrival in Istanbul, your
Southern Travels Tour Manager or Local
representative will greet you at the 'meeting
point' at the exit. After immigration and
customs, transfer comfortably to your hotel
(Check-in after 1400 hrs).we will have a
short visit to the Egyptian Spice Bazaar and
a cruisealong the European and Asian
shores of the Bosphorous.Overnight
Istanbul.

Carpet weaving has long traditions in
Turkey and at the carpet village we learn
how the carpets are made by hand and what
determines their value. Overnight at
Kusadasi. Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian
Dinner (

DAY 03: Ephesus, Kusadasi
Absorb yourself in history today with a
guided tour of Ephesus and a visit to the site
of the Temple of Artemis. Feel the mystical
atmosphere of the ancient city and theatre
before continuing to the former Greek
village of Sirince, famous for its fruit wines.
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DAY 04: Pamukkale, Hierapolis
This morning we will enjoy a display of locally handcrafted leather goods before heading to the
the magnificent white calcium terraces, known as Travertines, in Pamukkale where we also
tour the ancient city of Hierapolis. Take a dip, amongst ancient columns, in the hot springs that
were used in Roman times for their therapeutic powers. Overnight at Pamukkale. Continental
Breakfast ( ) Indian Dinner ( )

DAY 02: Istanbul Old City & Flight to
Kusadasi
After breakfast, you enjoy a fully guided tour
of the only city to span two continents,
visiting the Blue Mosque, St Sophia
Museum, Turkish and Islamic Arts Musuem
and the Hippodrome. This afternoon, we
will be transferred to airport for the flight to
Izmir and upon arrival transferred to
Kusadasi. Overnight at Kusadasi.
Continental Breakfast ( ) Indian Dinner
( )

Pamuk

Kusadasi

DAY 05: Silk Road, Konya
Today we travel the ancient Silk Road
visiting Sultanhani Caravansary and the
Mevlana museum in Konya along the way.
Tonight, don't miss the optional traditional
Turkish folklore evening. Overnight at
Cappadocia. Continental Breakfast ( )
Indian Dinner ( )

Additional info
12
3

9
6

Time-GMT
Hours Ahead/Behind of India
Turkey -3:30

Weather
For Weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton clothes.

Silk Road

Currency


Enjoy Delicious South
Indian Lunch and Dinner
at the best of local Indian
restaurants.

Turkish Lira

Shopping
Carpets, Copper Apparel etc.

Accommodation

Visa / Immigration Requirement

DAY 0 6 : C a p p a d o c i a , G o re m e,
Underground City
Marvel at the lunar landscape of Cappadocia
today as we visit the Goreme Valley Open Air
Museum and the fairy chimneys, and
explore the many levels of an underground
city. Overnight at Cappadocia.Continental
Breakfast ( ) Indian Dinner ( )
Hot Air Ballooning Cappadocia

Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for Turkey. The cost of the visa is included in
your package tour price.

Early morning departure to the nation's
capital, Ankara where we visit Anitkabir,
mausoleum of the famed Mustafa Kemal
Ataturk, before returning to Istanbul.
Overnight at Istanbul.Continental Breakfast
( )

D AY 0 8 : R e t u r n h o m e w i t h
wonderful memories
After breakfast we drive you to the airport
for your flight back home. It's time to say
goodbye to all the new friends you have
made. We hope you take back many happy
memories of your holiday.Continental
Breakfast ( )

at Hotel Buyuk Keban or Similar


KUSADASI : 02 Nights
at Hotel My Agean or Similar

 PAMUKKALE : 01 Night

at Hotel Halici or Similar
What your Tour price includes
1. Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with
Taxes.
2. Single Entry Turkey Visa Charges.
3. Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price
grid.
4. Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
5. Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for
the duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69
years.
6. Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as
mentioned in itinerary with occasional local
variation, entrance fees, sightseeing and surface
transportation as mentioned in the itinerary.
7. All transfer & Sightseeing as mentioned in itinerary
by AC Coach.
8. Complimentary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and
Passport Waist Pouch per room from Southern.

What your Tour price does not include

DAY 07: Ankara

 ISTANBUL : 02 Nights

1. Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable
extra
2. Passport Charges.
3. Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare/ taxes/routing charged by
the airlines on your ticket.
5. Any increase in the rate of US$ leading to an increase
in the cost of the tour, which may come into effect
prior to departure. However the rate on the given day
of the full payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline
owing to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions,
Conventions, Special Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and
seaports, tips, insurance, laundry, wines, mineral
water (other than offered complimentary),
telephone charges and all items of personal nature
and also food drinks not forming part of the group
menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' column.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to
submit an ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a
form to be filled by an MD Doctor (Which is not more
than 30 Days old).
11. Cost of US$ 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of
India under the Basic Travel Quota Scheme.



CAPPADOCIA : 02 Nights
at Hotel Gold Yildirim or Similar

Important notes
1. The tour price mentioned is applicable based on
minimum 30 passengers, travelling together on
tour else an FIT supplement may be applicable with
Local representative.
2. Subject to availability of flights passengers can book
their tour directly from their city by paying an
additional amount. Please check with respective
sales team at the time of booking.
3. *Child without bed-Is an individual under 12 years
of age, sharing the room with 2 Full Paying adults
and without a bed
4. In a room there can be maximum of 3 adults. As a
3rd person in a triple room, most hotels use roll
away beds or 2 queen size beds and the room size
will be the same as a Double room.
5. For Two Adults & Two Children (Both under 12
Years) rooming together, the 1st Child will have to
pay “Child with Bed” price and the 2nd Child will
pay “Child without Bed” price.
6. Once an air ticket is issued, date change penalty cost
will be applicable. Your sales officer will advise the
amount at the time of making the date change.
7. Overseas Travels Insurance for the duration of the
tour is included in the tour price. However, any
passengers who wish to extend their stay will be
required to pay additional charges.
8. Room in the hotel until specifically mention will be
base category of room.
9. International Check in time 14:00 and check out
time 12:00.
10. Pictures other than places of interest shown in the
brochure or our website are indicative.
11. The visa details mentioned herein are as per
prevailing guidelines and are subject to change.
Kindly check the respective embassy website of the
country you are planning to visit.

Customer
Feedback

Please
do give us your valuable feedback on

feedback@southerntravels.in
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FBVC 6

7 DAYS
6 NIGHTS

Best of VIETNAM AND CAMBODIA

Angkor Wat Temple
VIETN

AM

India

CAMBO

DIA

DAY 01 : Arrive –Tan Son Nhat
International Airport transfer to Ho
Chi Minh. Half Day city tour.

complexity was beyond imagination
containing meeting rooms, kitchens, wells,
clinics, schools, depots, trenches and
emergency exits all aimed for guerrilla
warfare. The tunnels were deep and strong
enough to withstand destructive bombings
and self-contained enough to outlast
prolonged sieges.

Welcome to your Southern Travels Best of
Vietnam with Cambodia tour. On arrival in ,
you will be met by your Southern Travel tour
Manager who will welcome you and take
you to your hotel at Ho chi minh. Afternoon
proceed to city tour to visit the War
Remnants Museum which features a
comprehensive collection of the machinery,
weapons, photos, and documentation of
Vietnam War with the both the French and
Americans and the Reunification Palace
which was the former residence of the
President of South Vietnam until end of
April 1975. Last, stop for shopping at the
French-built Ben Thanh Market which dates
back to 1870 and whose main entrance
clock tower has become a city's symbol.
Overnight stay at hotel in Ho Chi Minh.
Indian Lunch (), Indian Dinner ()

In the afternoon, take a city tour to visit the
Saigon Notre-Dame Basilica a neo-Roman
cathedral built by the colonial French with
m a t e r i a l s e n t i re ly i m p o r t e d f ro m
Marseilles, the Saigon Central Post Office,
which was designed and constructed in the
early 20th Century by the famous French
architect Gustave Eiffel, Cho Lon area or the
city's China Town and the Jade Emperor
Temple (Phuoc Hai), a rare Taoist structure
in Vietnam built by the Cantonese
community in the area in 1909.Overnight
stay at Ho Chi Minh .Continental Breakfast
() , Packed Lunch (), Indian Dinner ()

DAY 02 : HO CHI MINH FULL DAY CU
CHI TUNNEL - CITY TOUR

DAY 03 : HO CHI MINH FULL DAY
MEKONG DELTA

After breakfast proceed to Ho Chi Minh City.
to visit the famous Cu Chi Tunnels, which
were once a major underground hideout
and resistance base of Viet Cong forces
during the two wars against the French and
the Americans. The tunnels, entirely handdug, formed a highly intricate network of
interlinked multilevel passageways at times
stretched as far as the Cambodian border
and totaling over 120 km in length. Its

After breakfast, travel by road to the Mekong
Delta, the world's largest delta and
Vietnam's largest rice bowl. On arrival in My
Tho City, capital of Tien Giang Province,
board a motorboat and navigate through
intricate canals while observing the local
daily life up close as well as the landscape of
waterways and lush islands. Land on Thoi
Son Island to listen to the Southern
traditional music performed by native
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artists. Continue the tour with a paddleboat
to cruise more canals before visiting
households with traditional occupations of
home-based coconut candy and rice-wine
making. Switch back to a motorboat to go to
a bee farm to enjoy fresh honey tea and fresh
fruits. On the way back to My Tho, stop to
visit the VinhTrang Pagoda, a prominent
local Buddhist structure built in 1850 with a
unique architectural mixture of Vietnamese,
Roman, Chinese and Cambodian styles
characterized by a highly ornate façade.
Overnight at Ho Chi Minh. Continental
Breakfast (), Packed Lunch (), Indian
Dinner ()

Mekong Delta

DAY 04 : HO CHI MINH - PHNOM
PENH - HALF DAY CITY TOUR
After breakfast proccced to Phnom Penh. It
take around 06 hours.In the afternoon, visit
to Royal Palace, built by King Norodom in
1866 on the site of the old town, and the
Silver Pagoda which located within the
grounds of the Royal Palace. Then continue
to the National Museum, This is one of
Phnom Penh's true architectural gems.
Overnight at Phnom Penh. Continental
Breakfast () (Indian Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

DAY 05 : PHNOM PENH - SIEM REAP
Today after breakfast Visit the "Khmer
Rouge" prison TuolSleng and the Killing
Field of ChoeungEk. Witness Cambodia
horrible recent past. Thereafter drive to
SiemReap .En route you will cross an ancient
bridge called “Spean KompongKdei” it was
built in the 13th century and it is 87 meters
long. The balustrades are carved to look like
the bodies of giant snakes. Overnight at
Siem Reap. Continental Breakfast ()
Indian Lunch () Indian Dinner ()

DAY 06 : FULL DAY ANGKOR TOUR
After breakfast visit to the antique capital of
Angkor Thom (12 century) : the South Gate
with its huge statues depicting the churning
of the ocean of milk, the Bayon Temple,
unique for its 54 towers decorated with over
200 smiling faces of Avolokitesvara, the
Phimeanakas, the Royal Enclosure, the
Elephants Terrace and the Terrace of the
Leper King.
Angkor

Afternoon visit the most famous of all the
temples on the plain of Angkor: Angkor Wat.
The temple complex covers 81 hectares and
is comparable in size to the Imperial Palace
in Beijing. Its distinctive five towers are
emblazoned on the Cambodian flag and the
12th century masterpiece is considered by
art historians to be the prime example of
classical Khmer art and architecture.
Angkor Wat's five towers symbolize Meru's
five peaks - the enclosed wall represents the
mountains at the edge of the world and the
surrounding moat, the ocean beyond.
Overnight at Siem Reap. Continental
Breakfast (), Packed Lunch () Indian
Dinner ()

Ho Chi Minh:03 Nights
at Hotel Elios Saigon or Similar

After breakfast procced to explore the
floating village of Chong Khneas, located 10
kilometers south of Siem Reap. Take a
traditional wooden boat for a ride on the
Tonle Sap Lake, the "Great Lake" of
Cambodia, one of the largest in Asia and
flows into Tonle Sap River, joining the
Mekong in Phnom Penh. We will see a
fishermen's "floating village" with floating
schools, floating police station, etc. It is same
as a big village floating on the lake, and the
"village" move from place to place following
water levels and current.

Phnom Penh: 01 Night

1.
2.
3.
4.

7.
8.

Vietnam: + 1.30
Cambodia:+ 1.30

Weather
For weather updates please refer to our
website or information page of the brochure.

Clothes
Light cotton and light woollens

Currency
Vietnam: Vietnamese dong
Cambodia: Cambodian riel

Shopping
War Souvenirs, Ho Chi Minh T-shirt, Pho,
Watercolour Painting etc

at Hotel Colina or similar

Siem Reap: 02 Nights
at Hotel Royal Empire or similar

HO CHINH MINH

Then We drive you to the airport for your
flight back to home. It's time to say goodbye
to all the new friends you have made. We
hope you take back many happy memories
of your holiday. Continental Breakfast ()
Indian Lunch ().

6.

Time – GMT

Accommodation

DAY 7 : SIEM REAP DEPARTURE

5.

Your passport validity duration should be
10 years. Hand- written passport are not
valid for travel. For the above package you
must be in possession of a single Entry Visa
for Vietnam and Cambodia. The cost of the
visa is included in your package tour price.

PHNOM PENH

Cost of your Round Trip Economy Class Airfare with Taxes.
Single Entry Vietnam and Cambodia Visa Charges.
Accommodation at the hotels mentioned on price grid.
Services of Southern Tour Manager or Local
Representative.
Cost of your overseas travel insurance policy valid for the
duration of the tour covered up to the age of 69 years.
Daily continental breakfast and Indian meals as mention in
itinerary with a local variation occasionally, entrance fees,
sightseeing and surface transportation as mentioned in the
itinerary.
All transfer & Sightseeing as mention in itinerary by AC
Coach
Complementary gift Travel Bag, Travel Cap and Passport
Waist Pouch per room from Southern

1.
2.
3.

Government Service Tax 5% on gross bill payable extra
Passport Charges.
Cost of Optional & Add-On tours unless mentioned
otherwise.
4. Any increase in the airfare / taxes/routing charged by the
airlines on your ticket
5. Any increase in the rate of USD leading to an increase in the
cost of the tour, which may come into effect prior to
departure. However the rate on the given day of the
payment will apply.
6. Cost of extension of validity of your air ticket.
7. Any increase / surcharges on the tour cost / airline owing
to High Season, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, Conventions,
Special Events etc.
8. Porterage at hotels, apartment, airports and seaports, tips,
insurance, laundry, wines, mineral water, telephone
charges and all items of personal nature and also food
drinks not forming part of the group menus.
9. Anything not specifically mentioned in ' Tour Price
Includes ' box.
10. Passenger above the age of 69 years required to submit an
ECG and fasting blood sugar report and a form to be filled
by an MD Doctor (Which is not more than 30Day old)
11. Cost of USD 10,000 granted by the Reserve bank of India
under the Basic Travel Quote Scheme

69

Value

Added Services
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